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Heavy Snow
Hits Midwest,
Ohio Valley

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

by United Press International
Christmas Eve was whiter
than residents of many areas
would have liked.
A storm which plowed across
the Midwest and up the Ohio
Valley Tuesday left heavy snow
accumulations, produced a rash
of accidents, hopelessly complicated holiday travel and caused
several deaths.
Another storm which pummeled the Northwest today was
expected to move into the Midwest during Christmas Day.
Chicago was one of the hardest hit areas with 11 inches
of snow. O'Hare Airport was a
scene of confusion and delay.
Some travelers were unable to
get into Chicago at all as flights
were diverted to nearby cities.
At one point, four of five runways were closed at O'Hare.

William S. Banowsky, vice-president of Pepperdine College says
"so many assume, uncritically,
that because pleasure is good,
it is the primary good — even
the only good:,
Note from Jean H. Faup, Field
Director of the American Red
Cross in Viet Nam expressing
thanks for the Red Cross Ditty
Bags from the Calloway chapter. 'the Ditty Rags are highly
appreciated she says.
We notice that some folks get
Christmas trees that are live,
balled and burlaped. The trees
are kept moist while in the
house all decorated, then later
are planted. If this goes on for
several years, living Christmas
trees provide a good supply of
greenery,,the year round.

At toast Four Die
At least four persons died of
apparent heart attacks while
shoveling snow in Chicago. Two
similar deaths were reported in
Iowa, where an average of four
inches of snow fell.
Three persons were killed and
seven injured in two three-car
automobile accidents in Northern Illinois. Fourteen other persons were injured in an occident at Springfield,
Snow emergencies were declared in Milwaukee and several
other cities, as up to 10 inches
fell in Southern Wisconsin. Six
inches of snow fell in Southern Michigan, South Bend, Ind.,
and Cleveland,. Toledo Akron,
Ohio all had seven inches as
the storm plowed eastward.
Warnings In Effect
Heavy snow warnings were in
effect early today across Southern Ohio, Northern West Virginia, Western Maryland and
Southwestern Pennsylvania. Travelers warnings were up for the
rest of Pennsylvania, most of
New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut. However, predictions of three inches of snow
for New York City were revised downward to "a light dusting".
In the West, travelers warnings were posted over many
mountain areas and gale warnings were continued from No.
them California to the Washington Coast.
The U S. Weather Bureau
said an "intense front" would
move inland today, accompanied by heavy precipitation.
Much of the southern part of
the country had contrasting
balmy weather as the holiday
approached. The temperatures
at Brownsville, Tex., rose to 81
Tuesday

This does make sense, because
all you can do with a used
Christmas tree is burn it, or
`iatil it off somewhere.
Tappan has introduced a new
line of vanities for the bath
The new 'line of turniture-lik.
pieces is available in a vane;
of finishes and trims.
The oldest calls from Miami anc
says that he has sent Christmai
cards to Calloway boys in the
:ervice.
The news that Toy Lenning
was missing came as a shock.
A fine pilot, Toy took few
chances Let's hope that he is
safe.
Driving around last night and
many homes are decorated for
Christmas.
Many folks use ingenuity with
decorations, but simple lights
are very effective.
This is the last year of the
sixties, one of the strangest eras
in our history. One of its outstanding features is that anyone who dissented was given
the stage to proclaim his theories. TV was turned into a
soap box and the dissident has
unlimited time and exposure.
CAT FOUND
A beautiful black and white
cat, Angora, has come to a
home in the vicinity of 12th
and Main Streets. It will be
given to the owner or someone
for a pet. Call 753-6826.
BIRD DOG FOUND
A white bird dog with black
spots and one black ear has
been found. Call 435-5651.

the wonderful thing
about Christmas is that each
year, without fail, it works
its miracle over again. With
the approach of the Holiday
Season, the spirit becomes
refreshed, the heart uplifted,
and the world suddenly is
fuU of smiling people, bursting with good will towards
their fellow -man.

gt is in this atmosphere
of good cheer and brotherly
love that we wish our friends
a very Merry Christmas and
a Rich and Happy New Year.

No Christmas
For ehriltrnar

WEATIIER REPORT
UsItowl Preits latersatlesal

cloudy
Mostly
Kentucky:
through Thursday. Cold today,
cold tonight then.turning colder again Thursday. Occasiinal
light snow north central and
east portions today and beginning in west tonight spreading eastward over date Thursday. Highs today in the 30s to
near 48. Lows tonight upper
20s to mid 30s.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
Kentucky. Temperatures will
average 2 to 6 degrees below
normal Thursday through Monday Cold through period with
minor day to day changes. Normal highs 41 to 50. Normal lows
23 to 31.
- Precipitation as rain and snow
mixed will total- arouhit three
quarters of an inch mostly during end of this week and early
next week
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The Staff of The Daily Ledger & Times Wishes Everyone a Merry
Dan Gatewood
Mrs. Dale Outland
Cordie McDougal
4.-B. Berheten
Edward Smith
Mercht HaYrS
R. J. McDougal
Carl McDaniel
Mr. and Mrs. William Hornbuckle
Samuel Workman
Barbara Alexander
Edward Collie
Mrs. Larry Rowland
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lyon
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Williams
•

Craig Suifer
Ralph Dibble
Jerry, Howard
Steve Howard
Cliff Dibble
Chuck Hussung

Christmas

and a Happy New Year
Steve Smotherman
Gene McCutcheon
Charles Tubbs
Robert Taylor
Mrs. Wayne Davis
Michael Holton
Mrs. Edd Phillips

ELKO, Nev. (UPI) — It won't
be a Merry Christmas for Bobby Christmas.
Christmas admitted Tuesday
he took a bottle of rum from a
:market. A judge told Christmas
to pay $24 or spend Christmas
Day in jail.

SHOPPING
U DAYS LEFT

Mr. and Mrs W P. Williams

AND THE LEDGER & TIMES NEWSPAPER BOYS . ..
Scott Willis
Ricky Lowe
Kenneth Breach
Doug Spencer
Shannon Aorta..
Ricky Ramsey
Roger Reed
Steve Gilbert
Glen Bebber
Jerry White
Carl Converse
Svere Aune

•+

-

Van Stubblefield
Eddie Jones
_ _
•••• -, Gary- totwittv Ricky Maupin
'Georgia Starks

CHRISTMAS SEALS HINT EMPHYSEMA
TUBERCULOSIS AND AR POLLUTION
'• -
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Wyoming, Justly Proud, Observes Wall Street "Hamlet" Could Be The Best
Centennial of Women's Suffrage Chatter Shakespearean Movie Ever

JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters
to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion,
are not for the best
Interest of our readers.

played the title role in London
NEW YORK (UPI)— There
By SANDO BOLOGNA
By VERNON SCOTT
Central Press Assoctiatton
should be no shortage of UPI Hollywood Correspondent and American stage companies,
Correspondent
"TURNAROUND issues in th
Is simply tremendous.
CHEYENNVyo. The peoTony Richardson, an old
market
at the end of the year
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)— Shakeple of Wyoming are observing
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER
Shakespearean hand, has manwhen
tax-loss
and
selling
CO.,
1609
speare on film fares as well a
Madison Ave.. hteniphLs, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg.,
a modest way, the 100th anNew York, N.Y. in
switching comes to an end, the box office as Poloni aged to direct a Shakespeare
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
niversary of the landmark legismovie for people who dislike or
Speer
Staff
and
Inc. says, Th eavesdropping
lation t.4 "women's equal rights"
Entered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky,
dea
fai
to understand Shakespeare.
s:espearea
l
firm looks for a gr
nmovies,_
with
for transmission eg passed by the Wyoming Terriertr tide's venetian
behlu
.ueell
bldindsQ
Second Class Matter
Under his direction Marianne
recovery in blue chip stoc
torial Legislature.
"based on a rekindling o
Proud of being the first state
SUBSCIPTION RATES • By Carrier in Murray,
exceptions—
per week 35e, per or territory in the United
ndb7Aing
cb50iu-t
ltauais
nrth
raatiueocu
ci
so°Ph
i asasaR
ti
kso
opaluns
vi°1ent'liF
cthful
Ja
yal
interest in exceptionally lo few
die
Month 81.52 In Calloway and adjoining
counties, per year, $630; States to grant women the right
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere 818.00.
price-earning
ratios."
s
Ponderous sets, oratori ie
All service subscriptions $8.00.
to vote and to hold public ofacting, declaiming and postur alltolu
u yo ife.
s
'The Outstanding Civic Amet of a
nicknamed
Wyoming
is
fice,
Cenuausity ts the
--ing have more often than no
thdied "Shakespeare"
"The Equality State." Its motto:
Integrity of Its Newspaper'
Though the general outlook made mass media Shakespear in school and sought but failed
"Equal Rights."
for corporate profits is down a MODUMental bore.
Historians are not certain
to appreciate the master's
WEIYNESDAY — DECEMBER 24, 1969
both for the current quarter,
When the losses are talli
who originated the precedentwork, or if you've been baffled
"and most probably, at least the producers rationalize that by stage productions of his
setting legislation. The honer
might go to Col. William Bright,
through the first half of 1970," they filmed "King Lear" or plays,
go see
this
new
who introduced the bill in the
Abraham & Co. believes this "Macbeth" as a contribution
"Hamlet." It opens doors long
territorial legislature; Esther
prospect is already discounted art.
closed.
Hobart Morris, one of the first
In most stock prices. Investors
Sir Laurence Olivier an
three Wyoming women to be
should consider low multiple Richard Burton through indi
TO VISIT TRIPOLI
appointed justices of the peace,
Issues of companies which, dual brilliance have brought to
or Edward M. Lee, who led the
though
recessionary
subject
to
Shakespearean films flashes o
The Almo Warriors downed a fighting Farmington ffve December fight for suffrage.
CAIRO (UPI) —
Egyptian
influences, have already dis- style and lucidity. But still,
• • •
22 by the score of 52,43 on the Alma floor.
Gamal Abdel Nasser
President
counted
quarters
several
of
Territorial
they declaimed in the old styl
S A Neale Sykes who is stationed at Great Lakes
AN ALL-MALE
Lakes, Ill. is home to
lower earnings and have good as if from the boards at and Mai. Gen. Gaafar el
Council (senate) voted for womspend the holidays with his parents, Mr. and
Sykes,
growth prospects, the firm Stratford.
St. John's Episcopal Chuch will celebrate Holy Commuaior en's rights with six affirmative
votes; the House gave seven
says.
Franco Zeffirelli's production Numeiri, the Sudanese Revoluaj the Christmas Eve service with Rev, William T.
Thomas, supporting votes. However, it
of "Romeo and Juliet" proba- tionary Council chief, will visit
minister, in charge.
was Esther Morris who is honbly is the greatest box office Tripoli after the Rabat Arab
"Gullivers Travel" will be showing Christmas Day at
the ored as the heroine of the suf
success
of all Shakespearean summit meeting for a conferVarsity Theatre.
Glamor stocks and blue chips
frage movement.
films,
catching
form
on with the ence with Libyan strongman
two
separate
markets
A life-sized bronze statue oil
Col. Moarnmer Gaddafy, the
younger
generation.
right
now,
James
Dines
&
Co.
"proponent'
Mrs. Morris, as the
Middle
East News Agency
Ever
Best
Filmed
says. While the blue chips are
of the legislative act which ir
"acting terribly," the high- Now comes a super produc- announced Sunday.
1869 gave distinction to the
Territory of Wyoming" stands
priced glamor stocks are acting tion of "Hamlet," perhaps the
on the entrance walk to the i
well.
Because the popular best "Hamlet" ever filmed.
Capitol in Cheyenne.
humanizes Shakespeare
averages are dominated by blue It
Mrs. Morris is credited with
chips, "it is quite possible the with forceful clarity.
Mrs Thyra Thomson, Wyoming's secretary of
having proposed the suffrage
Gone is the bombast of the
Dow Jones industrial aver.
State, pauses to admire the statue of Esther
idea at a tea party, thus leadmight drop, while select soliloquies, leaving Shake.
Fishnet Morris in the state capital, Cheyenne.
Robert Glin Jeffrey scored 44 points for Murray High Schoo: ing to Wyoming being "the first
Issues continue to rise," th speare's magic poetry intact
In its game with Salem to set two new records.
government in the wiorld to
approximately 1,000 women in
and
beautiful. The actors
Otto Swann was named commander of the Murray WOW,
tar male jurors on duty also firm notes.
grant women equal rights," acproject their lines as human
Joe Pat Montgomery, five weeks old son of Mr. and Mrs. Gran. cording to the inscription on the the territory take advantage Of were halted.
the rights granted them?"
beings rather than awe-struck
statue's marble base.
A large turnout of women
vile Montgomesw, died December 22 at his home.
Esther Hobart Morris earned was
players in a church pageant.
Another
statue
of
MorMrs.
reported when they voted
II the West ever was
Mrs. James Puckett was honored at a birthday supper helc
The present rebound could
They play Shakespeare. ...was here
ris is in Statuary Hall in the her niche in Wyoming history for the first time in September,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker,
and now!
continue for a time, with a Shakespeare doesn't play them,
nation's capitol, Washington, by serving as justice of the I' To
peace for eight and one-half
D.C.
change for the better in
Martin
Ransohoff
produced
months in South Pass City
• •
Investment sentiment and the the movie in association with
A SIMPLE ceremony was while that small gold-mining
winding down of the tax-selling the Royal Shakespearean Comtown
was
at
the
crossroads
of
held recently at South Pass City
rush,
observes Standard & pany in England.
transcontinen
tal
travel. The two
to commemorate the passage of
Poor's Corp. However, while There are no sets as such,
the suffrage act by the Territhe major slide in stock prices The ghost of Hamlet's father is
other women chosen as justices
torial Council Nov. 12, 1869,
of the peace did not perform
probably has been terminated, never seen. Elsinore castle i
and by the Territorial House
their duties, according to hisallowance should be made for never seen. As Ransohoff says,
the following month.
torical evidences.
further testing of the lows "why show it, everybody knows
Gov. Stanley K. Hathaway
The thing that hast been, it is that *k.&h
• • •
shall be: and that
Hamlet lived in a castle,"
One of the most contempo- ultimately.
which is done shall be done and there is no
DURING 1870, women were
new thing under the said recenUy: "Even though
rary-styled
The picture consists principalwindows is the
sun.— Ecclesiastes 1:9.
the act was not law referring called to serve on grand and ivood casement
ly of close-ups of faces,
— an increaspetit
God has created all things; man is but
juries.
They
had a mor- .ngly popular
working with God's to Wyoming being a territory
feature in both
believable faces of dedicated
creations.
thent there were many ques- alizing influence on the male, 'Ingle and mat;
-family homes. a 90-degree angle with the English actors portraying the
jurors.
The custom of interrupt-'4
tions yet to be answered. The
easy-to-reach
an
hanof
turn
The slim lines and unclutIntrigue and madness of the
one uppermost in the minds of Mg jury deliberattons to drink tered
glass areas of wood case- dle' This makes them espe- Danes in
Shakespeare's classic
most was how would this ex- and to gamble_ was hated
ments reflect and emphasize
tragedy.
periment work out? Would the Smoking and chewing totacco
modern decor. At the same cially practical in awkward
Plays Title Role
time, the window offers simple locations—such as above
Nicole Williamson. who has
operation, cleaning ease, good kitchen sinks and countertops
visibility and maximum venti- They are available in stock
lation
sizes of ponderosa pine at loStates of the Union have laws
Casements open outward at cal lumber dealers.
--alW against

Casements
Heighten
Mod'Decor

What you should know
about Thristmas
As,EVFRAL

interfering with belief in Santa
Claus.(In France, a father sued a teacher for destroying a child's faith in Santa,and won the suit.)

New Night Scope Aids
Sharp Eye of the Law

Retired P.O. Executive
Teaches Black Studies

By SANDO BOLOGNA
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HARTFORD, Conn. - Many
Negroes who ask for black history courses in American schools
and colleges have never studied
black history and don't know
much about it, says John
Rogers. a Connecticut retired
postal executive who has been
a student of black history for
more than 30 years.
Rogers says he resents- the
persistence displayed by some
Negroes who speak out for
King Features Syndicate. Inc
black studies but are unable
The night scope is a wonderful new aid for
police use after dark. to discuss black history with
sympathetic understanding.
By JAMES NEVIN MILLER
The gray-haired father of
Central Press Association Correspondent
NEWTON, Mass.- For the first time in
five adult children assumed a
history, police and
other law enforcement officers can observe
new career as lecturer in -NeOn this day in history:
suspected criminals
In 1814, a Treaty of Peace in pitch darkness, and at long or close range, without themselves gro history and culture in 1968
after' he completed 40 years in
was signed between the United being seen.
William F. Quinn, chief of police of this
Post Office work in the HartBy United Press International States end Great Britain ending
Boston suburb. reports that a new hand-held telescope, 12
area.
inches long and weigh- ford
the war of 1812.
• • •
Today is Wednesday Dec. 24, In 1942, Admiral Darlan, ting three pounds, is proving effective against night-time prowlJohn E. Rogers lecturing.
ers,
house
ROGERS
is now devoting full
-breakers,
and
drug
pushers.
Thristmas Eve, the 358th day of French administrator of North
with METRO (Metropoli- fice.
Detection range of the night scope is
He also received a number
amazing, according to time
1969 with seven to follow.
Africa, was assassinated by a Quinn. He reports
tan Effort Toward Regional Op- of public service awards,
that in moonlight it can pinpoint
The moon is full.
ina standing portunity
sympathizer of the French man 400 meters away. It can spot
I.
project
of the
a
a vehicle many miles
The morejug stars_alltienus Vichy regime of World War II. and a radiating target,
distant; Capitol Region Education Coun- cluding the St. Benedict Award
such as a kerosene lamp, is
of the Catholic Interracial Counvisible as far
and Jupiter.
In 1943, General Eisenhower away as the eye can see the
cil, which develops educational cil of Hartford.
The evening stars are Mercu- was appointed commander-In- horizon, even in the moonlight law and
• • •
order in our program programs and provides educary, Mars and Saturn,
• • •
tional services in Hartford and
chief of Allied forces In.,the
to protect our citizens
LAST FEBRUARY, Rogers
and
21 area towns. METRO'S of- learned of the respect neighbors
planned invasion of Europe.'
property
QUINN, who has been testing their
around
the
fices are at the University of and friends held for him
In 1951, the United Nations the telescope for a dozen clock.",'
and his
Hartford, where Rogers super- wife. After
In a recent case
proclaimed the North African specific potentials, further rea fire ruined their
iavolving
development
the
of a li- home, where they had
parts that it offers wonderful drug users the officers ,had vises
nation of Libya independent,
lived
more than 30 years, some 50
In 1968, the astronauts of illumination from starlight to sought to break up a group of brary on Negro history.
Rogers is just as enthusiastic people offered
pushers who gathered
them groceries,
America's Apollo 8 sent tele- daylight. As for total darkness suspected
In the center of a
his curiosity about black his- clothing, and a new
apartment,
playground in
vised photographs of the moon uses. "it works amazingly well at night.
as
he
now
was
when
he
tory
The
cover
with an accessory infra-red illuof darkness
rent free, until their home was
back to earth.
reading
and
favored
began
making
the
notes
pushers and thereminator. Daylight efficiency
repaired.
— -reaches its peak with an ad- fore all attempts_ at arrests about Negro histgry in CoruitcRogerir knowledge of Africa
A thought for the day: juiftable
during
tfie
were
depression and AfricAn history was
thwarted Until the night ticut
gadget placed over the
inAmerican poet Edwin Markham lens to permit
scopes were used.
years.
creased recently when he spent
proper_, bore-Using the scopes,"
"The truth of the contribu- a month, with other NInericrins,
said, "Why build these cities sighting."
_
wereQuinn
glorious if man unbullded goes?
able tionc,of the black man to both at the University of Chana in
Quinn :says the new device says. "our detectives
In vain we build the world, "is proving helpful in search to monitor the illegal activities the civilization of the United Accra and at the new Univerunless the builder also grows." and rescue operations along from a nearby wooded area States and of Europe has been sity of Science anti Technology
darkened railroad and river without being seen. When the distorted," he asserts. "In fact, at Kumasi, also in Ghana.
officers were,convinced that a his gifts to western cirilization
areas"
-The great thing that I dirin't
Newcomers
crime was being committed, have been obscured."
understand when I went to
•
•
•
HOLLYWOOD ( P I 1 —
.they moved in quickly to make
Roger's hail preached thin Ghana," Rogers admits.
"was
Two newcomers. Gayle HunniDEVELOPED by Raytheon, arrests :aid. confiscate
the eyi- theme in more than 300 talks the trItil way of. life. It's iicutt and Michael Sarrazin, will Compariy of nearby Waltham, (fence. The Neves
were directly he gave .at Connectieut 'schools dent; it's sobering; and it's 'a
co-star in the suspense thriller the night scope is proving responsible for
and public meetings (luring the source center of activities."
convii•tiona."
•
"Wylie"
amazingly effective in improvUnlike conventional "night long years he has de-voted to
Roger( also learned that ii
ing night-time nafety. Quinn symtems," the newr•onier,
history
an
pastime
•
a
blacti
for
big job lie's ahead in the writexplains: "Night crimes out- ordinary use. rewrites no
Producer-Director
. infra: esasure:,
mg _of_ the history-et the- A fei
reindier
sine
reimenstarrr•t
prre.--red
o
enerat
HOLLYWOOD -(1.11211-M a rthe
A-native of Hartford, Rogers can countries, an omission that
We
have
more
officers
working
area
'
being VieWl`11. With its ex - was the first Negro hired as
tin Ritt will. produce and dl,a is needed to the black studies
Feet The Man %VII° Would Be nights thin days. :Ina our bat- In -me ease of handling, the.„1,.. clerk in the Hartford Post Of- center
al the University of
King- for Warner Bros -Seven terv of night SI.opes dramatic- vice 1)11-01111,44'S :I Wig le Va hi-Is' of fice. He eventually was made Hartford
and other_ iiistitatioris
:My tip the $4-7.4IV^ SA
V4-W of
rind ererimeri kit uses. 'superintendent- .61 a -If-an:eh ofArts
of higher learning

Since 1834

Murray Marble
Work.
BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White • Manager
111 Maple St
753-2312
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laudius bring it
"Shakespeare"
ought but failed
the master's
've been baffled
uctions of his
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this
new
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idanese Revoluchief, will visit
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Paul Brown
Named Coach
Of The Year

NEW YORK (UPI)— The New
York
Jets' hopes
for
a
comeback in 1970 depend on Joe
By United Press International j Namath,
Joe
Namath's hopes for
011ie Taylor isn't used to returning rest on two gimpy
NEW YORK (UPI)... Paul
Playing for losing teams, axx knees and another possible
Brown has scored another
that suits Houston coach Guy operation.
Lewis just fine.
"I will play next season— "first."
One of the biggest winners in
On Monday night, Houston maybe," Namath said Monday,
made it nine straight after a "It depends entirely on my football history, the 61-year-old
few fretful moments with a 76- physical condition. There's an leader of the Cincinnati BengaLs
69 victory over Long Beach 80 per cent chance I will have was honored despite a losing
season today as the American
State, and Taylor led the way to have an operation."
with 25 points. At halftime, The Jets lost to the Kansas Football League's Coach of the
Houston
trailed 40-35, but City Chiefs, 13-6, on Saturday in Year.
Brown, who won the National
Dwight Davis, who finished the American Football League's
with 21 points, tipped in a semifinal playoffs as Namath Football League's Coach-of-therebound with 5:13 left in the was unable to ignite a scoring Year honor with the Cleveland
game to put the Cougars ahead drive. However, Namath said Browns in 1957, is the first
for good,
the loss would not affect his coach to win the United Press
In other games involving the attitude about returning next International's coaching honors
In both leagues. Brown
top 10, No, 4 North Carolina season.
•4,
beat Rice, 99-87, Davidson No. Asked if the Jets swill win the achieved the honor this year
16) edged Georgia, 74-72, St. league title next year, Namath despite the Bengals' 4-9-1
John's (N.Y.) (No. 17) defeated said "We'll have to do better." record when he beat John
Madden of the Oakland Raiders
Stanford, 63-59, Marquette (tied
by
two votes in the balloting of
ar.7"
for
19th)
whipped
Minnesota,
2.401/.
44,
26 sports writers who covered
67-51 and Jacksonville (tied for
.
2t2gal
avaceiss,..„-the AFL regularly.
19th) crushed Harvard, 103-64.
Although the spoils usually
Elsewhere it was Army over
CHICAGO (UPI)— Don Kes- belong to the winners, Brown
Maine, 68-42, Florida State over
Louisville, 79-69, North Carolina singer, 27, the National attracted the votes for his
ability
which
State over Vanderbilt, 76-70. League's All-Star shortstop the organizational
Tuesday made the Bengals a surprisingOhio State over Tulane, 87-74, past two seasons
Long Island University over became the first Chicago Cub ly strong team during their
second season in the AFL. The
Citadel, 69-61, Centenary over to sign his 1970 contract.
In addition to being on the Bengals had a 3-11 record in
Baylor, 78-74, Darmouth over
Memphis
State
in
double league's All-Star team, Kessin- their first season.
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.—Members of the Penn State footOrange Bowl football game on New Year's Day against the Univerovertime, 77-74, Butler over ger was named to the Sporting Brown received 12 votes in
ball team run in the surf. The Nittany Lions are in training for the
sity of Missouri. Penn State was unbeaten during the regular season.
Murray State, 72-69, Iowa over News All-Star team and re- the balloting while Madden,
Drake, 101-78, Providence over ceived the Golden Glove Avrar whose Raiders had a 12-1
DePaul, 79-78, Oklahoma over as the top defensive shortstop record, received 10. Hank
Arkansas, 85-69, Tulsa over in the league. Kessinger led the Stram of the Chiefs, the 1968
Bradley, 101-78, Utah over league in all six defensiv winner, had two and Weeb
Ewbank of the New York Jets
Michigan, 117-102, Colorado categories for a shortstop.
d Clive Rush of the Boston
State over San Jose State, 91-65,
Patriots had one each,
Denver over Brigham Young, minutes left for a 56.41 lead,
Jacksonville's giant forecourt
73-56, Seattle over Weber State,
By MILTON RICHMAN
less but coldly efficient Chiefs
trio, led by Artis Gilmore's 29
75-66
and
Louisiana
State
over
UPI Sports Writer
had taken care of that. They
points and 29 rebounds, deOregon State, 76-68.
had put a cigarette to the
North Carolina (7-1) took the stroyed the overmatched CrimNEW YORK (UPI)—Joe Na- balloon, a brick through the
lead at 27-26 on a free throw by son.
math had no reason in the stained glass window and an
St. John's trailed by 15 points
seven
votes
and
Charlie Scott. Scott then hit
Viking
quarter.
world to hang his head. He did_ ugly
rip
kilt the
perfect
HOUSTON (UPI)— The Hous(i osed
e the
back Joe Kapp and Chicago five field goals, Ed Fogler hit a in the first half but i
anyway.
masterpiece.
Oilers are in the market for
ton
deficit
to
31-30
at
int
sion.
middle linebacker Dick Butkus 22-foot jump shot and Lee
When he finally picked it up,
They had dethroned the New
quarterback. Pete
new
each a
received four votes each. Gale Dedmon made two free throws Joe DePre and Bill Pa
there was the whole story York Jets as football's world
Breathard, the current Oiler
scored
22
points
and
led
the
Sayers
of
as
North
Chicago
got
Carolina
three
pulled to a
written clearly across his face. champions, 13-6, in the AFL's
signal caller, is definitely on
comeback rally.
votes, Calvin Hill of Dallas two, 41-32 margin.
It was all over. The tall semifinal playoff and inflicted
Louisiana State's victory was the trading block.
and
Brian Adrian hit a jump shot
Washington quarterback
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
game. the season, the dream. upon Joe Namath perhaps the
In fact, Oilers owner Bud
Sonny Jurgensen, Los Angeles with seven seconds remaining marred by a five-minute brawl
everything, Kansas City's color- worst physical beating he had Keith Allen is a symbol of
Adams said Monday night only
in
the
first
half,
and
LSU's
Al
iefensive
end Deacon Jones to boost Davidson to a comeNEW YORK (UPI)— The
ever taken in his entire athletic success for the Philadelphia
Sanders was ejected from the rookie wide receiver Jerry
Flyers.
career.
quarterbacks of the Baltimore and Dallas defensive tackle Bob from-behind win over Georgia.
game for messing it up with Levias and all-pro linebacker
Lilly
one
vote
Marquette
each.
coasted
to
its
sixth
Looks Like"Bowery Joe"
He coached them into the Colts won the National Football
George Webster are secure in
the
fourth
Gabriel
straight
is
win
in
seven games behind the Oregon State's Vince Fritz.
Broadway Joe looked more Stanley Cup playoffs the first League Player of the Year
Oiler uniforms.
the
Seven
technical
fouls were
quarterback to win the award. brilliant ball handling of Dean
Like Bowery Joe at the finish. year they pined the National Award in 1967 and 1968.
As for off the field personnel,
tailed
against
1_,SU,
three
before
won
hart
in
1966
Starr
Meminger,
who
got
11
of
his
26
That's why it's not surprising
His eyes were glazed, the Hockey
League's
expansion
against All-American Pete Ma- Adams endorsed Coach Wally
the
quarterback
blood already had caked on a division in the 1967-68 season. that
who tie Baltimore quarterbacks, points during a flurry in which
Lemm and General Manager
bruise on his left wrist, and Now the Flyers are looking to started the Colts' downhill slide .1olinny Unitas and Earl Mor- the Warriors outscored Mime- ravich and two against his Don Klosterman for the jobs
ifather, Coach Press Maravich.
there was some more blood lien to rekindle some of that this year—Roman Gabriel of rall, took the honors in 1967 and sota 16-6 with less than 10
they have done.
from another wound on his early spirit as general mana- the Los Angeles Rams— was 1%8
right one.
ger.
voted the Player of the Year
He picked a pinch of snuff Packing a new contract as this season by United Press
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.(UPI)
from a small round box he general manager through the International,
— Tennessee Coach Doug Dickalways keeps in his locker, 1972-73 season, Allen went
Gabriel whose clutch passing
ey and Florida Coach Ray stuck it into his
mouth, then coking around the league today carried the Rams to a 27-20
Graves denied reports Monday wearily
set about scissoring the for players to improve the victory over Baltimore early in
night that Dickey might take adhesive that had
been taped Flyers' third place standing. , the season that started an 11over the Florida coaching reins around his white
game winning streak for the
shoes to keep
Allen
had
been
interim
following Saturday's Gator them from slipping
off.
general
manager
since Bud Rams, on by a big margin in
Bowl clash between the two "Who hit you?" was one of
Poile was fired last Friday, balloting of 48 writers across
schools.
the first questions.
Pone was reportedly working the *ton— three in each league
A
source close to the
"I dunno," he said. "I think on a four-player deal
involving city.
Tennessee Athletic Department the Fifth Army. Maybe the
Gabriel received 25 votes, ea
.
the Los Angeles Kings and the
said earlier that Dickey, a airborne division."
Minnesota defensive end Carl
Boston
Bruins,
Florida graduate, had been
"What beat you?"
Eller was a distant second win.
offered the head coaching post "Two things. The first was
with Graves to devote full time Kansas City and the second
his duties as athletic was the wind. The wind was
to
dit•
director.
amazing. One play stands out.
"I don't know anything about (George) Sauer was wide open
it and it's a poor time for In the fourth quarter. I threw
anyone to be talking about the ball, it went end over end
snapped
this,"
Dickey in and sailed away from him,
Jacksonville Beach. "We've got .but you still have to give
a ball game coming. I don't Kansas City credit. They've got
plan to leave Tennessee."
a tine ball club."
Graves,
who
played
at
Mayor Is Sympathetic
Tennessee, was reached in
About the time Namath was
Daytona Beach. "This is the saying that, John Lindsay, the
year for the rumors," he said. mayor of New York, came over
"I've heard a lot of them but I and tried to be sympathetic.
don't know where they got this
"You'll get 'em next time,"
one although he's (Dickey) a he said.
Florida boy.
"Yeah, but that's a long
Last week, Graves denied time," Namath answered.
reports in several Florida
by SMARTAIRE.
Many others in the crowd of
newspapers that he planned to 62,9'77 at Shea Stadium Saturretire from coaching aftd that day also felt sorry for Joe
he might be succeeded by Namath when they realized the
Gator defensive coach Gene whole thing had unraveled for
Ellenson or Vanderbilt coach both him and the Jets.
Bill Pace.
Perhaps John Dockery said it
Graves guided the 17th-ranked best of all, though. Dockery,
Gators to an 8-1-1 mark this the Jets' injured cornerback,
season and has four sophomore had to sit on the bench all day
backfield starters returning for and, quite naturally, kept a
the next two seasons, including close watch on the same figure
the passing combination of out there on the field that
quarterback John Reaves and everybody else did. When it
All-America flanker Carlos Al- was all over, John Dockery
simply said:
varez.
Dickey, who led his 11th- "You can't expect him to be
ranked Vols to a 9-1 record this Superman every day."
season, became head coach at
Tennessee in December 1963. SAUCEDA APPOINTED
He played quarterback for FlorMILWAUKEE (UPI) — Saida in 1951-53 under Bob Woodwho beruff, the present Tennessee ath- muel P. Sauceda,
came a professor after playing
letic director.
at
basketball
and
During his six years at Ten- football
nessee, Dickey's teams have Marquette, was appointed Monposted a 46-14-4 mark and this day as the school's athletic
year's Gator Bowl will be the director. He succeeds Stan
Vols' fifth straight bowl ap- Lowe, who died in August.
pearance.
Dickey confirmed lie had THREE WINNERS
heard rumors that Graves
MIAMI
Mike
Hole
might give up his coaching
rode three ifinfiers Monday at
deifies. —
• 'a.4
"We've heard rumors from a Tropical Park, including Bold
•
reliable source that Ray will Day- ($10-.65) in the featured
step out immediately after the allowance race. Hole's other KENTUCKY'S I/an Issel didn't get this shot off against DuBowl game," Dickey winners were in the first race ke's Rick Katherman (22), but he did score 21 points to
Gator
—
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
—
said. "Naturally, he'll be shoot- on Fille De Famille ($11.00) help lead the Wildcats to a 98-76 victory Saturday night for
and
race
in
on
the
Target
fifth
in; to go out 3 winner."
thP UK1T title,
vpy)
v-erml*PIVAIIVAIMAIVAIPM*11)VA-11
Feeld 5'10.25.
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SPORTS

Allen Is Success
Symbol To Flyers

Pete Breathard Is
On Trading Block

EMBRIEL NAMED
NFL PLAYER
OF THE YEAR

GRAVES, DICKEY
DENY REPORTS
OF COACH SWITCH
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Maxi Coat In Russia Crown Sable Skins
TA Mrs. JJ. B
B. Burkeen
On Christmas List; Price Is $125,000

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

chairman, would just as soon
keep it around. But the store
does have an 80-carat rough
NEW
YORK
(LTPH-- Dear diamond for $450,000, which can
Santa. Brace yourself against be cut to specifications.
Harry Winston has another
your sleigh. Finally I've made
nice little stocking stuffer— a 65
out my Christmas list.
As a starter, there's a maxi carat marquise diamond for
coat in perfect matched Rus- $700,000. Or take a look at
sian crown sable skins, priced Winston's emerald and diamond
at $125,000. So hurry over to necklace for $1,200,000. I've
Jacques Kaplan, the furrier, always liked emeralds too.
There's no immediate interest
who
advertised
it
in
a
newspaper two weeks ago. I at our house in the African
Mrs. Paul Butterworth was
quietly checked in with Mon- safaris that Abercrombie di hostess for the meeting of the
shier Kaplan and the coat is Fitch offer at $1950 per person. Penny Homemakers Club held
still available, although some We wouldn't mind chartering on Monday, December 15, at ten
Customers have been in "nego- an A & F yacht, though— cost o'clock in the morning at the
unlisted.
Holiday Inn.
tiating."
"Hawaii" was the subject of
Don't let him sell you on one Santa, I realiPe that these
(of his hammocks of yak fur a equests all tote up to several a book review given by Mrs.
$6250. Each measures 10 feet, illion dollars. You may have Carl Harrell. She also showed
and that in a New York City ouble financing them, what slides she had taken while she
th the stock market in a deep and her husband were visiting
apartment? Forget it.
Then, there are those je- ump. Matter of fact, it might an the islands.
Christmas carols were sung
wise to shop after Christmas
welled stocking stuffers I've
with Mrs. Harrell as the leader.
been clipping information on. d get the mark-downs.
Mrs. Ernest Madrey, president,
I can wait.
Start at Cartier's on Fifth
presided and Mrs. Graham FeltAvenue, where the Sultan de
ner called the roll.
Maroc diamond is available for
The landscape notes were
"several
hundred
thousand
Mrs. Roy Smith, left, was elected as Ideal sorority sisgiven by Mrs. Brooks Moody.
dollars." It's only about half
ter for 1969 of the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Woodmen of
Mrs. Vernon Moody led the rethe size, 35.27 carats, of the
creational period with Mrs. But- the World. Th• presentation was made by Mrs. Max Parks,
stone Richard Burton bought
terworth, Mrs. Harrell, and Mrs. right, 1968 ideal sorority sister for the Omicron Alpha
from the store for Elizabeth
Alton Cole being the recipients chapter.
A
and
supper
potluck
ChristTaylor, for something over
mas party was held by one of of the prizes.
$1,050,000.
Christmas gifts were exchangI'm hardy the Liz Taylor the twelve year old girls' Suned and lunch was served in the
School
First
cli.sses
day
of
the
type anyway, and quiet little
dining room.
me will be quite happy with the Baptist Church on Thursday,
Members present were MesDecember
18,
o'at
five-thirty
sultan, a "rare icy blue-gray
dames Butterworth, Harrell,
teachthe
home
at
clock
of
the
diamond" set in a ring and
Miss Barbara Brown, Wood- Madrey, Feltner, Brooks Moody,
surrounded by more diamonds, er,
Vernon Moody, Cole, Grace CaAvenue.
Mrs. Roy (Glenda) Smith was
Saturday, December 17
There's some doubt, Santa, lawn
Following the supper the girls vey, Delia Graham, Perry Hen- surprised as she was elected
A
card party will be held at
that you'd have a chance at the
exchanged gifts and went on a don, and Richard Armstrong "Ideal Sorority Sister" for 1969 the Oaks Country
Tiffany diamond up the avenue
Club at 7:30
Visitors present were Mrs. of the Tau Phi Lambda sorority,
special Christmas project.
p.m. with Mr and Mrs. Chester
—a 128.5 carat number, valued
Christine
Woodmen
Sherman,
of
Mrs.
the
Calista
World.
Those present were Miss
Thomas as hosts. Members are
at $2 million and said to be
The presentation was made
Brown and her mother, Mrs. Clanton, and Mrs. Steve Sexto:i.
to bring their own foursome for
about the largest and finest
The next meeting will be held by Mrs. Max (Carolyn) Parks,
James M. Brown, Nancy Hoffany type of card game.
canary stone in the world.
singer, Carolyn Scott, Carol Monday, January 19, at ten am. 1968 ideal sorority sister of the
• ••
Tiffany's has owned it since
Omicron
the
Holiday
Alpha
at
Inn
Chapter.
with
Mrs.
AlHorn, Patsy Burkeen, Michelle
1878, and the word is that
ton
Mrs.
Cole
Smith was presented an
as the hostess.
Richardson, and Laurie Beatty.
•• I
Walter Moving, the company's
A Christmas dance for the
engraved bronze and walnut
plaque. The honor is voted on ninth through college will be
by each chapter member and is held at the Calloway County
kept secret until the annual Country Club from eight to
11:30 p.m. The planning comChristmas dinner.
The honored person served mittee is composed of Paula
as '1969 chapter. president and Parkei, Nancy Diuguid, Alan
1968 chapter watchman. She is Weatherly, Don Tinsley, Steve
The Kirksey 4-H Club had as presently
serving as itate trea- Tinsley, and Terry Dow
its special project for the surer of the sorority.
• ••
Christmas season the taking of
At the WOW state conventgifts to the patients at the Con- ion held in Louisville, she
was
valescent Division of the Mur- elected
Sunday, December 2$
alternate national deleMr. and Mrs. Raiford C. Pasray-Galloway County Hospital gate to San Francisco.
She was hall
will observe their (Seth
and at the Westview Nursing 1969 state delegate
to the jur- wedding
Home.
anniversary at their
isdictional convention.
me from two to five p.m. All
Members took toothpaste,
At the sorority's state Kenapoothbrushes, and holders t J
tucky Derby held in Madison- riends and relatives are invited
o attend.
the patients. They also sang ville
Mrs. Smith represented
• ••
Christmas carols at each of the
her local chapter in the Mrs.
nursing homes.
Tau Phi Lambda contest and
At the regular meeting held took
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Paschall
first runner-up honors.
on December 4, the president,
Mrs. Smith is treasurer of cf Murray Route One will celepresided.
Diane
Suzette Hughes,
the junior Woodmen unit for brate their 50th wedding anniRhoades, secretary, read t h.
girls. She was also presented versary at their home from one
minutes. The members worked
the "Woman of Woodcraft" pin to four p.m. All friends and :%BUYING TOYS FOR CHILDitems
be
to
taken
the
the
to
on
and a zippo rule for the 1989 latives are invited.
RN
9 to 12 years old — those you love; being within homes the next week.
•• 0
honor.
At this age children show in- sight and sound, but without
Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Hughes
She resides on Bailey Road
dividual skills and preferences. conversation. This can help
with her husband, Roy, twin of Murray Route Seven will
Hobbies develop at this time make the most of the time fam- phone 442-2718.
• ••
daughters, Lisa and Teresa, and celebrate their 50th wedding
and there may be a natural in- ily members spend together. A
IT ISN'T EASY TO CUT three year old son, Wade. Mr. anniversary with a reception at
terest in science. Challenging modern example is where the
board games are popular and kitchen and family room are FRUIT CAKE while, it's in a tin Smith is employed by B. F. the Holilay Inn, Murray, Ii im
stimulate social activity. Espec- combined. Not only can this box, and it's so Much trouble Goodrich Chemical Company two to four p.m. All friends ar
ially creative children may al- bring family members close to- to lift it out for cutting. Solve and Mrs. Smith makes draper- relatives are invited.
so have a deep interest in paint- gether when the children are the problem upside-down — in- ies for the public.
•••
ing, sculpture or musical instru- small, but Mom and Dad may vert the lid, place the cake on
Thursday, January I
ments: handicraft sets, hobby find greater happiness in this it and use the bottom of the
Mr. and Mrs Albert Cassity,
kits, archery and ping pong arrangement when the nest is box for the cover. — Maxine Leading Lady
sets, small musical instruments, empty. — Mrs. Juanita Amo- Griffin, Federal Building, Clin- HOLLYWOOD 1UPI)—Deb- Sr., will observe their goldea
'eater color sets, complicated nett. Paducah. Ky. 42001. Tele- ton, Ky. 42031. Telephone 653- orah Kerr will play opposite wedding anniversary at their
Marlon Brando in the film home from two to five p.m. All
=31.
picture puzzles, small telescopes
version
of Ella Kazan's "The friends and relatives are invit.
microscopes.
and
— Mrs. BarArrangement."
ed to attend.
letta Wrather, Murray, Ky.
42071. Telephone 753-1452..
• ••
To prepare fresh meat for
freezing be sure to wrap it tightly in a moisture and vapor resistant packaging material like
heavy-duty foil, plastic or special freezer paper. Proper packaging prevents foods from drying out and prevents air from
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor

"
4 -De.ok A66 Readers say sitters
aren't underpaid
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: That "UNDERPAID SITTER" sure gave
me a laugh. I am a 27-year-old mother who [10 years ago]
used to sit for 25 cents an hour, and I did more for my
quarter than any sitter I've ever had for 50 cents.
Sitters in our day were expected to entertain the kids,
pick up after them, bathe the little ones, and put them all to
bed. THEN,do the dishes.
Now all the sitters do is SIT! The kids can pull the place
apart and the sitter doesn't lift a finger to straighten it up.
And sitters can eat you out of house and home. But what gets
me is they won't even bother to carry their own empty
bottles, glasses and dishes into the kitchen, let alone wash
them. They just leave everything right in the room where
they had their refreshments. I think I'd faint if one ever
cleaned up after herself.
For my part. I wouldn't mind paying 75 cents an hour if I
came home to a house that looked as tidy as it did when I
left it.
But I think 75 cents an hour for someone who watches
TV. talks on the phone and adds $5 to my grocery bill is 50
cents an hour too much.
HAS BEEN SITTER
DEAR ABBY Don't let me get started on sitters and
how "underpaid" they are. Some of the dillies we've had
should have paid US!
One quiet little thing who always carried a Bible in her
purse, thoroly cleaned out our liquor supply before leaving
town.
Another one [a bosomy college freshman) physically
ATTACKED my husband while he was driving her home one
evening So surprised was be, be hit a telephone pole and
broke his nose. [She said all she wanted was a KISS!]
We had a whole series of hungry kids who ate the fridge
to the bare walls, but one had the gall to work out of the deep
freeze and thaw stuff out in the oven.
But we decided to use only elderly ladies after a neighbor
called the fire department to extinguish a fire in our house.
Our teen-aged sitter and her friends were having such a gay
party they didn't even know the house was on fire!
Thank heavens we don't need sitters anymore.
"FREE AT LAST" IN WOODSIDE
DEAR ABBY: That letter signed "UNDERPAID
SITTER" sure got to me, but I think my experience with a
sitter last week tops them all. Listen to this: A friend of
Mile recommended a high school girl to sit. I called her and
ape asked me if we had a color W. I told her We had one so
Me said. "Good. I'll come."
She came and I told her that the older girl [101 could
bathe herself and put herself to bed, but the younger one
[six) might need a little help, so she should see that she
brushed her teeth and got into bed by 8 p. m. Both children
had had their supper and the kitchen was spotless. I left a
sandwich for the sitter and told her to help herself to a soft
drink in the fridge.
When we came home at midnight, we found the front
door wide open and every light in the house was on. The TV
was blaring so loudly we heard it half a block away as we
approached our house. We found the sitter sound asleep on
the sofa. When I went into the kitchen I found that she had
made popcorn and fudge for herself and left the mess for me
to clean up. She had also opened two cans of crabmeat and
finished them off. She had drunk three bottles of soft drink
and had eaten nearly a quart of ice cream!
I checked on the children and found the little one curled
up in a corner of her room asleep with all her clothes [and
SHOES] on!
When I paid her the 50 cents an hour we had agreed
upon, she staid, "The last lady I sat for gave me a dollar tip."
HEARD EVERYTHING
What's your problem? Yellen feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 0711, LOS Angeles, Cal.
MM. For a persosal reply enclose stamped, addressed
eavelope.

Penny Homemakers
Club Has Meeting
At Holiday Inn

Brown Home Scene
Of Potluck Supper

Mrs.Roy Smith Is
Named to Honor By
Woodmen Sorority

%As if444 TAalk4

Itrirksey 4-H Club
Visits Patients At
Nursing Homes

4-H'ers Collect Insects,
Raise Champion Sheep

Rainbow For Girls
Makes Plans To
Attend Reception
Murray Assembly No, 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
teld its regular meeting at tht
Masonic Hall on Tuesday, December 16, at seven o'clock in
the evening.
Paulette Markovich, worthy
advisor, presided at the meeting. Betsy Riley, recorder, read
the minutes.
Plans were made for a
Christmas party to be held at
the home of Miss Barbie Keel
at Tri City on Tuesday, December 23, at Six p.m.
Thegroup also made plans
to go to Basdstone for the reception for Kay Stoner, grand
worthy associate advisor, and
for the official visit of t h e
grand worthy advisor, Miss Ro
setta Robertson of Murray, on
January 3
Members present were Mar
ilyn Thomas, Lisa Morris, Tresa
McCord, Vickie Kalberer, Barbie Keel, Betsy Riley, Barbara
Sledd, Nita Atkins, Joyce Win.
chester, Denice ICalberer, Paulette Markovich, Irene Futrell,
Connie Niccum, Paula Cook.
Kri3 Kimball, Linda George,
Patricia Evans, Janet Newberry, Lynn Watson, Lesa Robertson, Marilyn Lasater, and Vic
Itie Cathey.
Adults present were Mrs.
Frances Churchill, mother advisor, Mrs. Lillian Robertson,
and Pat Evans.
An initiation will be held at
the next meeting to be held on
Tuesday, January 6, at seven
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
•••
NEW YORK—Insurance
companies paid morc than $2.75
billion in taxes and fees to the
federal and state governments
in 1968, reports the 1nstiran«'
Information Institute. Of that
total, some 5924.2 million went
to the states in the form of
premium taxes.
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The

Kvaigoit.
hostess can help you
over the anxiety Qf getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Call Linda Adams
Phone 753-23711
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In

keeping
with
the spirit of
the season, may
we extend the very
best of the Christmas
holiday to all ... also,
our thanks for everything.

-641 Shelf
Mr. sod Mrs. Max

McCu4ston

entering the package which is
most important if food is to remain of high quality. Separate
individual portions, like chops
and hamburger patties with
double layers of waxed paper or
foil to prevent them from freezing together. — Miss Patricia
Everett, Benton, Ky. 42025
Telephone 527-6601.
•••
Even women who never wear
a hat should always wear gloves
whenever they go out. Gloves
are one of the most unobtrusive
accessories when you are wearing them, but their absence is
glaringly apparent when you
have left them at home. Glove
etiquette is not as complicated
as many woolen believe. In general, gloves should always be
worn on the street, but never
indoors, except at the theater,
at a formal reception, or a ball.
They should always be remov
ed when eating, even if it is not
more than a cocktail canape. A
lady never takes off her gloves
in order to shake hands — Mrs.
Catherine C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 Telephone 236=1.
• ••
PLANNING YOUR HOME
FOR COMMUNICATION— Communication among familA merers is important, whethei It
be vernal or silent. Silent communication may be the ernot
tonal comfort and security of
Just relaxing or working near
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Joseph 6,111A

An interest in collecting inGruen has collected and
sects and sheep led to award- displayed a total of 884 difwinning activities for two
ferent insects for his project
Kentucky teens. One recently
returned from the National He also has made 25 micro4-H Congress in Chicago, and scope slides, filled 20 orders
the other won a $50 savings and made seven plastic embedding s.
bond.
Joseph Gruen, 17, son of
He was the overall exhibit
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gruen champion at the 1965 state
of Dry Ridge, was one of the fair and has won entomology
Kentucky delegates to the medals for the past
six years.
congress held the week after
also was area junior
Thanksgiving. Ile was the Gruen
guest of Hercules Incorpo- and senior entomology chamrated, sponsor of the ento- pion for the past five years.
mology program.
Miss Durrett has taken
Recently returned from charge of a total of 43 sheep
'five days of
sight-seeing, for her project over a fivemeetings and interviews with year period. She has won 43
the preas. Gruen was one of blue. 11 purple_ind four red
some 1,650 youths at the con- ribbons for her efforts. She
gress.
also has won five silver trofour consecutive
Lisa Durrett. 15, daughter phies.
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dur- years she won the Boyle
rett of Denville; tca eiVen (-minty Fair champion ram
$50 U.S. savings bond by Wil- and flock awards.
son & Co.. Inc.. A Subsidiary
The Cooperative Extension
of Ling.Temco Vought Inc :15 Service of the University of
all ilWard for her sheep
proj- Kentucky selected the two
ect
1969 award winners
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TO ALL OF OUR FRIENDS WHO HAVE
TO MAKE THIS A SUCCESSFUL YEAR
From STAFF and MANAGEMENT of
THE FINEST IN UPHOLSTERY
—
SPECIALS NOW THROUGH JANUARY
VELVET UPHOLSTERY MATERIAL Reg. $15 90 yd.
Now $5.00 yd.
Others from $1.111 to $4.00 per yard
Complete Upholstery Service . . . Vinyl Ronfs for Autos. Boats,
Furniture.. Auto and All Kinds of -Upholstery

Big
Wyomir
sunrise

—

PECK'S
UPHOLSTERY
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Lose Weight—Close
Your Big Mouth!
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI) — Advice to the fat of the land
includes: count calories; don't
count calories; drink plenty
of water; don't drink many
liquids; weigh yourself every
day; don't weigh yourself
every day; cut out all meals
for a few-days and starve;
don't starve, just reduce the
portions; exercise; don't exercise too much as it will increase your appetite.
To reinforce the will-power,
paste a picture of the thin
you on the refrigerator; paste
a picture of the fat, you on
the refrigerator; buy yourself
a whole new wardrobe that's
too small and work your way
into it; don't buy any new
clothes.
Such suggestions add up to
so much pure garbage to Dr.
Eric R. Sanderson.

heavy on protein, medium on
low-carbohydrate vegetables,
and light on all else.
If you must go near a scale,
do it once a month. Otherwise,
now and then strip and look
in the mirror. You'll be able
to tell if you are making progress.
If you stick it out, you'll
soon see the thin you. Will
the thin you live longer than
the fat you?
"MAYBE, MAYBE not,"
Dr. Sanderson said. "That's
in the lap of the gods. The
quality of your life will be
better even if the quantity
.isn't."
Is it worth the effort?
"You'll never find out if
it was worth it if you don't
try — and try — and try,"
he said.
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"With the possible exception
of sex, there is more pure
garbage being written today
about obesity than any other
subject of general interest."
He reminds the plump humans that they let themselves
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Clay Brewer to Hoyt and NiTom W. and Dew Drop Rowtaree McCallon, lot in Calloway lett to James A. French, Jr of
County.
Nashville, Tenn., lot in Center
Fronk and Lillie Wohlhart to Ridge Cabin Site Subdivision.
Herbert and Irene Chitwood, lot
Helen Dick by Ginath Qwen
in Calloway County.
to !Album and Modena Wilcox,
John L Latimer to Frankie lot in City of Murray.
Nell Starks, lot in Calloway
A. H. Kopperud to Millie E.
County.
Kopperud, lots in Panorama

Nancy

Shores Subdivision.
Deed of Conveyance of Alfred
G. Thomas to Board of Regents
of Murray State University, lot
in City of Murray.
Wendall and Sadie Allbritten
to George Edd and Joy S. Waldrop, lot in Gatesborough Estates
Subdivision.

by Ernie Bushzniller
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Porter and Vino Shaw, lot in go, Ky., lot in Lakeway Mores
Inc.
L:alloway County.
Murray Municipal Housing
Gloria Lee Latimer to John L
Latimer, lot in Calloway Coun1I Commission deed of dedication
to City of Murray, street rights
ty.
Marvin and Catherine Hart of' Affidavit of Descent of Ruth
St. Louis, Miss., to Thomas G.; Brewer, died May 25, 1968 to
and Laura D. Holloway of Win- Clay Brewer and Nitaree Mc1•3allon, inheritance of estate.

Wilford Dumas and Tommie
Thonias, Trustees of Second
Street Church of Christ tc
Charlie and Frances Horn
buckle, lot in Calloway County
Galen and Rosemary Thurmar
to G. Russell and Katherine E
Dowdy lot in Whitnell Estatet
Subdivision.
Helen Irene Latimer to Charlea Ray Latimer, lot in Calloway County.
Donald R. and Pearl T. Tucker to 0. P. and Mary Valentine
lots in City of Murray
0. P. and Mary Valentine to
Harold and Jean Hurt, lot in
Murray.
Harold and Jean Hurt to 0. P
and Mary Valentine, lots in City
of Murray.
0. P. and Mary Valentine to
Donald R. and Pearl T. Tucker,
lots in City of Murray.
Porter and Vina Shaw to Taylor and Lorene Underhill, lot
in Calloway County.
Harold and Janet Hopkins to

.../h•IV

fat‘1°

get fat, that it's not really
the glands or genes.
"The odds are overwhelming that you did it all by
yourself," he said. "You and
your big mouth."
And if you want to get rid
of the blubber, 3,500 stored
calories to each pound, he
recommends closing your big
mouth "and start eating from
the inside out.

Land
Transfers

•01:31F

IN "FRANK Facts for Fat
Folks," a several hundred
word report in "Modern
Medicine," the Seattle medic
notes:
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Our Entire Stock of Fall and Winter Fabrics must be cleared to the bare
walls! Costs are forgotten! Be
there when the door opens Friday, 9:00 a.m. sharp, for the Fabric Buys of a lifetime!

. 'Oak
• *ivy.
:
•

OUR ENTIRE STOCK! REGULAR 98e TO $1.49 YD. FALL & WINTER
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COTTONS
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Our Entire Stock of Finest Quality "Famous Name" Fall 11:id Winter Cottons and Cotton Blends now at

)

one low, low give-away price! No exceptions. every yard rnsst be cleared!
• 45• 45
• 45
• 45-

• 45 COTTON & A,VRIL PRINTS
• 45 PERMA-PRESS COTTONS
• 45 GINGHAM CHECKS
• 45 DACRON & COT.ON BROADCLOTH

Put Away

COTTON
COTTON
COTTON
CANVAS

PER
INCH

POPLINS
& DACRON PRINTS
& ZAN1REL PRINTS
PRINTS

41s

.$•**4
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AND MANY, MANY OTHERS
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What to do if your
preschooler receives too many
toys for Christmas?
WHEN A preschooler has
too many new toys to play
with he may become
frustrated, unable to decide
which one to play with first.
Or he may try to play with
them all, and not reap much
benefit or enjoyment from any
of them.
The solution is to put some
away temporarily, and to do
it immediately, before your
child has an opportunity to
- miss jihem. They'll be much
more appreciatedon some
future "rainy day."
IN DECIDING which ones
to store, take into account
his present interests and level
of development as well as
the variety, size, and play
value of the new toys.
Toys which are too advanced for him should be put away
until he's ready for them. Extra action toys wig he a perfect surprise for that day when
he (and you) are housebound
and bored.
A quiet game type toy or
puzzle Is just right for when
he's in bed with a cold.
Christmas lasts for several
months when wise parents
distribute toys from generous
Santas to best help their
preschoolers discover h
world through play.
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No exceptions, our entire stock of finest Dress and Suiting
Fabrics now at one low, low price! Thousands and thousands
of yards to choose from!

Finest Holiday and Winter Luxury Fabrics at the lowest price
ever! Here are truly Luxury Fabrics for those who appreciate
the best!

• Chatter Cloth Solids & Prints
• Super Vino Prints & Solids
• And Many, Many Others

• 60- Fake Furs
• Imported Brocades
• Crompton Velvet•ens
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204 W. Washington, Paris, Tenn.
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Imagine, brand new Spring 1970 Bonded Wools and Acry
lics In plaids, checks, and solids. From such famous mills
and,
' Milliken, Stevens, Chatham, and many others. 60
wide, first quality!
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Bonded Wools & Acrylics

The total value of all horses
on Kentucky farms is $50 million.
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a recuirsi 4)3 extra inning games
in 194)7.

• Crompton Velvets
• Embroidered Corduroys
• And Many, Many Others
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OUR ENTIRE STOCK!
REG.'2.99 to '10.99 FALL & WINTER
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Big game may be hunted in
Wyoming from one hour before
sunrise until one hour after sunset.
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"THE
WITHDRAWALS
from the calorie bank have
to be greater than the
deposits. If they aren't, you
are just wasting your time."
His suggestions:
Lay off starches, sweets,
fat and booze. ("Booze makes
you fat, it retains water, and
it weakens your resolve to
let the peanuts go by without
grabbing a handful.")
Try one meal a day for
a starter, in the evening. Go

Extra Toys
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Urbanization
of Christmas
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Black Can Sometimes Be White In Hollywood!
"I'm sure glad that I didn't

by ARMY ARCHERD

NEW YORK (UPI)-The
have to enact a white person
Central Press Association
throughout the entire picture
growth of America's cities is
Correspondent
That would have fouled up my
reflected in
many Christmas HOLLYWOOD--While everythinking. No doubt would have
one in Hollywood is crying the
cards this year.
meant business for the head
„Abandoning the traditional blues about the lack of work,
shrinker!"
rural background, many artists black actor Godfrey Cambridge
In spite of Cambridge's miand illustrators are being influ- has been crying "Help." He
wants time off work. He's been
nor complaints about enduring
enced by their own observations toiling without stop
for an enthe discomfort of the makeup,
and reports of expanding city
he was enthusiastic about the
tire year.
populations to present Christmas Cambridge bounced from one
film, declaring: "A black doing
n a new light, says the American film, "Cotton Comes to Hara role like the the one I just
Artists Group.
played could do more for setlem," filmed in the heart of
The mark of the big town is Harlem, to "The Night the Sun
tling racial unrest than a thousand promises and lectures."
seen in the work of some of its Came Out" in the heart of Hol"IN THIS picture we all, both
own members responding to lywood -right at Columbia Stublacks and whites, take a good
such indices as :government fore- dios on famed Gower Gulch.
making the latter film,
long look at ourselves. And the
casts that by 1975 Americans While
also worked nights at the
result is one big laugh. There's
living in urban areas will increase he
W'estside Room of the Century
nothing better in the world than
to about 141,725,000, the Plaza Hotel, taped a "HollyARABS AT THE SUMMIT-Above is a semi-general view of a session of the Arab summit
laughing at yourself. And when
Group reports.
conference in Rabat, Morocco. Identified from left in front are: Col. M. Kadhafi, Libya:
wood Palace" and "Movie Game"
you think that I can play a
Rahman
Abdel
President
Flights
of
birds wheeling show-and worked on his next
President Garnal Abdel Nasser of the United Arab Republic;
white man one moment and like
President
above rooftops; the ancient cus- book.
Iryani of North Yemen; Sheikh Sabah Al-Salem AI-Sabah of Kuwait, and
it, then turn around and be myThe pace would be difficult
(Cablephoto)
tom of carol singing translated
self and like it-it's wild!" he
Charles Helou of Lebanon.
concluded.
into a city scene; snow flurries enough, but it was doubly so
Estelle Parsons and Godfrey Cambridge, who ploy husbandand-wife, in a scene from the movie in which Cambridge
Atering the face of a city park, since his film, "The Night the
At the start of the film, Camenacts a white middle-class bigot who overnight turns into a
will not be able to handle the the spire of a church towering Sun Came Out," called for him
bridge had a few laughs with
type
Hyde"
"Jeykll
and
to
do
a
black man. And "wife" Estelle is unable to "convert" him.
estimated volume of claims.
the role when he showed up at
over the shining pavement, and
that of a white man who,
the beach in white face makeup,
When the crews move into an even the frantic rhythm of the role,
son.
feature
dihis
debut
as
a
ing
turns
by some freak of nature,
then disrobed to display his nordancers
in
a
"If
that
wasn't
bad
rector
in
Hollywood.
town discotheque into a black, overnight.
enough,"
area, the, usually establish headmal black torso. Needless to say
I talked to Godfrey when he Godfrey laughed, "I had to sit
outspoken
Cambridge,
an
quarters in a rented mobile home are among the highlights of the
it confused quite a few on the
and help a town get back to or office. They advertise in the metropolitan mood in greetings. first tried out the white make- down in that same chair at the black man, who doesn't pull any beach at Santa Monica!
NEW YORK (UPI)-Flood, normal as soon as possible.
up, and again at its completion. end of the day for the same punches when talking about the
local newspaper, asking all who property
Cambridge
continued
h is
of time to take it off." plight of the black in the Amfire,. serious storm-and the
Quality Adjustment Service, have claims to phone a listed damaged aamage, check over It was a tough job-not only to amount
automobiles.
"stotm troopers" move in.
They undergo the hours of makeup, Well, almost as much time. His erican white society, says, "Cer- hopes for the comedy in this
Inc.,. a subsidiary of C.I.T. number.
write their estimates of damage but the reaction within himself. only complaint: "I wish they tainly I'm used to being a black film to be a "message": "There
• • •
Moving quickly is the key, and talk them over with the
would have spent as much time man. It's a role I've been play- really shouldn't be any racial
If' you should be hit by such Financial Corp.. explains its
the company says. "The sooner claimants and the repair people "131:ACK may be beautiful," putting on the black makeup ing quite realistically all of my problems in this day and age.
tragedy, look for these troopers, operation:
When disaster strikes, the our people settle their claims, of their choice.
he smiled, "but so is white. And as they did with the white!"
life. In fact, ever since I was The world should be educated
known more prosaically as incompany's
New
York
And
When Godfrey turns black in born! But what I found creepy enough, one would think. But
headwhite.
so
is
smiled,
"but
hurt
by
people
the
sooner
the
surance adjusters, appraisers or
Quality's men attend a special
most difficult part of my the film it is not only a shock to was looking at myself during it's not. The whole secret of
physical damage specialists. quarters puts its CatastropLe the disaster will get back to training school, learning how to the
getting along is laughing. I've
playing
this white cat was the us in the audience, but also to the day in white makeup!
Some are independents, some Mobilization Program into oper- normal living. The quicker we estimate the time to repair dam- makeup that had to be applied his film wife, Estelle Parsons "After a few days of this I been preaching it and making
less
the
damage,
the
get
to
aged sheet metal, checking every day." His character of who has moments of wondering began to feel like a white man. my living at it for years."
represent specific insurance com- ation at once. A mobilizer at
panies, some are employed by headquarters is responsible for additional damage there will be. methods and tolerances, policy "Jeff Garber," a middle-aged who he really is and how it Excepting about every time I And judging by his popularfirms specializing in this type directing any member of the In catastrophes, there always can interpretation and the multitude suburbanite, called for him to happened. There is no reason for got used to the new white face, ity in Hollywood--he should bf
company's staff of 300 adjust- be additional damage from the of skills necessary to adjust an sit in the studio makeup room the color transition -- except the end of the day would come making a very good living at it
of work.
ers from any part of the nation elements or from looting."
automobile claim. They also for a minimum of two hours maybe something upstairs? The and I'd be black again. There for many more years to come
Their job is to move quickly, to the catastrophe area, if
What do the adjusters do? receive instruction in mobile for application of the stuff that film was directed by Melvin Van I was every night, back to being whether he plays Godfrey Camtransposed him into a white per- Peebles, himself a black, mak- Godfrey Cambridge, black man." bridge, black or white man
to appraise damaze. assess claims the local manager feels his staff They climb and crawl around home and dwelling repairs.

'Storm troopers' help
when disaster strikes
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Your Happy Shopping Store
753-3773

A

SIRAT SHIRT
SALE $1.88
Regular $4.99

Sale $12.88
Sale '14.88

.
. 4,

LADIES

,.

''

lE A:1,,,a, STATE Plaint

.• . . ., .,:„-,.

ONE RACK

WINTER HATS

LADIES DRESSES
Off

$10.00 -

Reg .$11.00 - Sale

1.88

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
2
3
4
5
7
9
10
11
12
1

6
7

9
1(
11

2
3

_4

5

Sizes 4 to 6X

$13.00 -

Reg. $ 15.00 - Sale '11.88

VALUES

BOYS

It 0

SPORT COATS

4

One Table Ladies

PAJAMAS
SALE $1.00
Regular $1M

$13.00 - Sale '10.88
'15.00- Sale '11.88
Reg. $17.00 - Sale '12.88
Reg. $22.95 - Sale '17.88

.
LADIES

."
v"."..
................

SWEATERS

t '.

44,4y

Values to 0.99

.1

SALE $2.00

MEN'S SUITS
Reg.'60.00 - Sale '49.88
Sale $45.88

Reg.'55.00 -

Regular UM

SALE 2 F°R $6.00

SPORT COATS
Reg.'35.00 - Sale '28.88

DACRON
PILLOWS
Regular $3.99

Reg. $40.00 - Sale '32.88

SALE 2 F°R $6.00

Reg.'30.00 - Sale '15.88

Reg. $

Reg.

GIRLS COATS

FAMOUS MAKER

'35.00 -

tcl'-

ELS
DRESSES
REDUCED!!

2 to 6X
% _

Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg•
Reg.
Reg.

10070 cotton white
sheets and cases
Our own "State Pride*-that's why you save year. 0
round on our regular prices-and save extra right
now. when our fabulous White Sale is in progress.

$13.99 - Sale $10.88
$16.99 - Sale $12.118
$18.99
Sale $14.88
Sale $15.88
$19.99
$12.99
Sale 11838
$23.99
Sale $9.88

LADIES
SPORTSWEAR
REDUCED!!

-02.11 '
oCk
4.
-n
2

72 a 10V FLAT MUSLIN, seually 2.19

CHRISTMAS
GARBS
1/2 pRI

Reg. to 14.99 - Sale '2.88
Sale 13.88

1

Sale '20.88Reg. $45.00 - Sale '24.88
Reg. $10.00 - Sale '7.88 Reg.'55.00 - Sale
'30.88
w

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE ON
ONE GROUP MEN'S

Sale '7.88
Reg. $14.00 - Sale '9.88

SUITS & DRESSES

Reg. $ 6.00 6.99 - Sale 14.88
Reg.
'7.99 - Sale '5.88

_

\--

$11.00 -

KNIT

6 -n

-'

FOAM PILLOWS

Reg. $ 6.00 - Sale '4.88
Reg.

,

.
ONE GROUP

Reg.

Reg.

BOYS SWEATERS

drod ._
elalb

BOYS JACKETS

8 - 20

l 0\

\

Reg.'6.00 -

Sale '4.88
Reg. $7.00 - Sale '5.88
Reg.'9.00 - Sale $6.88

9
10
11
12

Reg.'27.50 - Sale '22.88

-,
•

6
7

COATS

Reg .412.00
1.-3
Sale 1 8.88
Reg.
Sale
'9.88

... •• s•
" N.•IF
,

Reg. $6.99 - Sale '2.88

L

to $12 - Sale '6.88

Reg. $22.00 - Sale '17.88

'
/,

/
1
2

Sale $1.88

SALE $2.88 10.

Reg.' 9.00 - Sale '5.88
Reg.
Sale '6.88

BOYS SUITS

Sole

..._________

•

i.:.-.1.-

Reg. $10.00 - Sale '3.88
Reg.

BOYS' HOODED

Zip-Out Lining

Regular $4.37 yd.

Sizes 3 - 7

7

1

RIR. COATS

DOUBLE KNIT
MATERIAL

SPORT COATS

Sizes 2-7

NICIL

.

BOYS

11141EA'
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PANTY HOSE
SALE 88° PR.
GIRLS 7-14

LADIES

-

_
.

.

$211.88
$31.88
$32.88
135.81
$39.81
142.ft

91-

Reg. $ 9.99 - Sale
Reg. $10.99 - Sale
Reg. $1299 - Sale
Reg. $14 99 - Sale
Reg. $16.99 - Sale
Reg. $20 99
Sale
Reg $24 99 -- Sale

Or01

ypu
you

ALL-WEATHER COATS

WINTER COATS
Reg. $34.99 - Sale
Reg. $37.50 - Sale
Reg. $3999
Sale
Reg. $4500 - - -Sale
Reg
- Sale
Reg-. $59 00 - Sale

is a
gine
don

WO r

LUXURY COTTON MUSLIN
SALE
Pellida0y
108 flat
L19
141
twin fitted
LSO
La
Si x 108' flat
Ile
le/
full bed lure fitted
'
2.211
is
42. x 36 pillowcasis 2 lof 1.141
2 tot Oa

you

coui
tray

Regular $1.21

r,1

71 .

tt

$ 5.18
$ 6.5$
$ 7.88
$ 8.88
$10.81
$14.88
$1618
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wood!
glad that I didn't
:t a white person
he entire picture
save fouled up my
doubt would have
eas for the head
f Cambridge's miLs about enduring
rt of the makeup,
usiastic about the
g: "A black doing
he the one I just
do more for setnrest than a thous and lectures."
sicture we all, both
hites, take a good
ourselves. And the
big laugh. There's
r in the world than
'ourself. And when
sat I can play a
.e moment and like
around and be myit—it's wild!" he

t of the film, Camfew laughs with
he showed up at
vhite face makeup,
to display his norso. Needless to say
uite a few on the
:a Monica!
continued
h is
e comedy in this
'message": "There
n't be any racial
this day and age
sould be educated
would think. But
whole secret of
is laughing. I've
sg it and making
it for years."
g by his popular.
ood--he should bc
y good living at it
-e years to come
ays Godfrey Cam or white man
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"Malice's Navy
Joins lye Air Force

Christmas Oratorio

at Night
Hollywood It Night
HoNrw000 at Night
THURSDAY MORNING PRGGRANIS

:OS
.30

Worshie
CourstrY Journal
eie .00 The Today Show CBS News
• :30 TM Today Show J. Hess
GOsosl Show McMillin' Navy
:03 Today: Weather
Morning Watch
Bozo silov
.10 Today
Morning Watch
Bozo Show
• 00 Today; Weather
Captain
Kangaroo
Bozo Show 1‘
• .30 Today
The Mike Douglas
Bozo Show
:00 It Takes Two
The Mete Douglas Show4ercy Show
:30 Concentration
The Mike Douglas Show-lie Saki-She Said
n :00 Sale of the CenturyAndy of Mayberry
Barbara Moore Show
V
30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
Barbera Moor* Show
g :00 Jeopardy
Where the Heart Is Betwitched
1 I :30 Name Droppers
Search for Tomorrow That we)
FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
Show

i

12 1 tle*' ro: Show
11

Sale '5.88
Sale '6.88
Sale '7.88

Dream House

:10
0 ftyspcfocIto?sur

L twit'

Z*44 S,;;Zird'TS7n:
D.1
";g:"Guiding Light ingg:Ct/rtrzradm?.—

Another World
M10E05;407 mem
General Hospital
Bright Prormses
One Lite to Live
Letters to Latigh-in Gamer Pyle, USMC
Shadows
Dark
a :30 To Tell the Truth Gilligan', Island
Flipsultr
:00 Mat the Clock
Movie'
The Beverly
:3016th Avenue South "Earth vs. the Flying I Love Lucy
:00 16th Avenue South Saucers"
News
:30 Huntley-grinkley
CBS E yon'ne News Dick Van Dyke Show
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
News; Wthr Sots News, Wthr • SOOrtS News; VVthr Sots
:30 High Ch
I
Correspondent's Report Let's Make • Deal
.1
00 High Chaparral The Good Guys
The Bra* Bunch
•
30 Name of the Gamellogen's Heroes
Mr. Med, Goes Tr
:00 Name of the Game Moyle:
Here Come Me Bride
:30 Name ef the Game "Kathy 0'"
Here Come the Bride
:00 Ole Nashville Music Movie
Durant. Presents
Mount
7
:30 Del Reeves Show
The Lennon Sisters
Wihr
Wthr.
Sots
News;
lak
00 New,
Sports News Wits?: Ssiorfi
1 est :30 Touchdown, Tonight Perry Mason
Wagon Trail,.
:OD The Tonight Show perry Masan
Wsgan Train
1
,30 The Tonight Show Perry Malian
Wagon Train
Hollywood at Night
• :00 The Untouchables Perry Mafon
Hollywood at Night
30 The Untouchables Movie Av
"Drum Beat"
Hol'iwood at Night

2

:00
:30

2

:OS

4
5

6 00
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8

B 67(

Sale '4.88
Sale '5.88
Sale '6.88

1

Movie

C.o!..roimsh or soUllet,
at

CKETS
Sale '4.88
Sale '7.88
Sale 19.88

RESSES

at

HOPE YOU
GrET -r HE
MESSAGrE!
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Home Fires Expensive
NEW YORK—While spectacular fires in business or industrial areas cause headlines, fires
in residences account for more
than 25 per cent of the nation's
total fire damage, says the Insurance Information Institute.
Of 960,900 building fires reported in 1967, more than two
thirds-665,100—were in residences.

•

STAND YOIIR TREE //4/ wArfR.. USE FiREPRO°,DECoRAT/ONS...MAKE SURE LAWiivb SET is iN 6•042 CoNDipoN„TORN OFF"
TREE L/64175 WHEN AV ONE /S WANE,/
INSURANCE INFORMATION INSTITUT!.

News From Mrs. George Linville
another yard. We
712 Genessee
Royal Oak, Mich, 48072 lings (they say)
us. There would
December 18, 1969
sitting or. those
By Mrs. Georg* Linville
apples. Then two

TirM:ry

Griffin Show Hollyteood at Night
The Mery Griffin Show Hollywood at Night
The Mary Griffin Show Hollywood at Night
FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

9

GOATS

British citizen, and her Negro
husband were acquitted in May
of violating the Immorality Act.
JOHANNESBURG (UPI) —
The court found them not guilty
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jacques- In grounds they were riot
son, who successfully defied permanent residents.
South Africa's apartheid segregation laws, were ordered
Sunday to leave the country
I'M
PLA'YING,
before New Year's Day.
SANTA
Mrs. Jaccuesson. a white

ir

Sports

1 WOrShIP
Country Journal
:00 Morning Shore
C85 News
:30 Magnin., Show
Jake Hess Gospel ShowMcHales' Navy
:00 Today; Weather Morning Watch
Bozo Show
.30 Today
Morning Watch
Bozo Show
:0° Today; Weather
Captain
Kangaroo
Bozo
Show
:30 Today
The Mike Douglas Show Bozo Show
:00 Chrlstrnas Service The Mike Douglas Show
:30 Washington Catdral The Mike Dangles Shov•HeLucy7
Want Sold
is Saw Of the Century Andy of Mayberry Xmas
Service from
:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
5th Ave Presb Ch. Pi`
:00 Jt000rdti
Whore Psi HeartIs
Bewitched
:30 Name °roamers
March for Tomorrow That GM
THURSDAY AFTERN9ON PROGRAMS
is Tee Noon Shaw
News: Singing Cony Dream House
:30 The Noon Show
As The *oral Turns Let's Make a Deal
:OD Days of Our Lives Many Solendored ThingThe Newlywed Game
30 The Doctors
The Gulidine Light
NBA Basketball:
00 Another World
Sacrirt Storm
vs. Phoenix
:30 Bright Promise
The Echos of Night Boston
Basketball
is Letters to Laugh-inGorner Pyle, USMC
Besketball
30 To Tell the Truth Sol Hurok Presents North-South Football
:00 Beat the Clock
Mr Melo°
Football
:30 16th Avenue South $ol Hurok Presents
Football
:00 16th Avenue South Mr. Magoo
Football
:30 Huntley-Brinkley CBS Evening News
Football
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
:00 WRAP: Wily.; Set' News; WM..; Soorts Football
:30 Daniel Boone
Family Affair
Ghost, Mrs. Muir
:00 Daniel Boone
the Jim Natxsrs Hour That Girl
:30 1r-onside
TM Jim Nabors Hour Bewitched
:00 Ironside
Moyle:
This Is Tom Jones
:30 Dragnet 1970
"Ma and the Colonel" This Is Torn Jones
:00 Dean Marlin Show
Movie
It Takes•Thief
:30 Dean Marlin Show Movie
It Takes a Thief
00 News, Wthr , Soor•s News wshr . Sports New WMr ,• Sports
:30 The Tonieht Shoe Movie:
Munson Outdoors;
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Sto: "King of Kings" triptle:wey,,
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Cathedral'Movie
Hollywood
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

KEEP YOUR CHRISTMAS
MERRY!

Movie:
"The Legend of
Silent Night"
Movie

:in.,P:r..- wthL,,sot‘x,,. 44:::! 'it,—
:30 Christmas/ Mass: Christmas Oratorio

:00

—

;Vile of Eddie's Fathe
HIllbilllesPeOrn

Medical Canter
Medical Canter

Ear". Bronsonr.

'IC° min'

nevem

TIMES

ORDER ED TO LEAVE

WSM-TV
WLAC-TV
W8II-TV
Chasse, 4
Channel 5
Channel $
WIDNES3AY EVENING PROGRAMS

6 ilitr,;„:,Tiri,',
7 Is
The Virginian
30 The Virgan

&

Merry Christmas and a happy and prosperous new year to

watched starblackbirds to
be a dozen
limbs eating
of the prettiest fox squirrels came from a
nest in a big tree (don't know
what kind) and when they could
get an apple in their paws
would sit and eat,a whole one
and go back to the nest. Sometimes would knock down two
but usually got the third. When
the snow melted the ground had
a lot of apples on it, squirrels

the good old Ledger & Times,
Mr. Williams, the entire staff,
correspondents, and our many
friends in Kentucky and Tennessee who are probably wond
ering where we are.
On November 17th we left
home with Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Barton, drove through rain to kept coming but the birds left.
Lexington, Ky. Our daughter, It was interesting to see what
Mrs. Sue Salmon, from here, nature does for survival.
met us there. We spent the So sorry to hear of so much
night at the Holiday Inn and illness back home. You'll never
next morning got up with a know how we miss the Ledger
nice snow on the ground. The & Times. Got it every day for
Bartons left for Paris, Tenn., over fifty years or after it beand we left for Michigan. We came a daily and years before
all had good trips although tra- that. We will have our 56th
veling in snow, and we are ski- sveuding anniversary on Deceming pretty good. After being ber 25. We are very apprecht
sick all year, Mr. Linville has !ive of our years together arie
gained some and is feeling some uur family.
Thanks to all for the prett)
better.
We have snow one hour and zards and letters we've receivec
sunshine the next. Very little and we have tried tc write sev
rain so far, snowing today, De- eral. We will be home in the
cember 18. Our daughter has a spring, The Lord willing. NV!
nice little apartment but room :ire happy here with our daugh
enough for us and it is so com- ter. She works at Sears Mall
fortable. We have had several nd not home many days.
Best wishes to all. May write
calls from friends here and visits from Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lin- again if you wish. Not so bus)
ville, Mr. and Mrs. John Fogel, here as so little to do.
An old correspondent.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor, Mt.
Mrs George Linville
and Mrs. D. 4. Morris, Mrs.
Hazel Routt Two
Woodrow Kemp, and Hassel
Oliver.
On Thanksgiving day our son,
Garvin Linville and wife, daughSpeed Kills
ter, Mrs. Kaye Burford and son
were dinner guests. Snowed all
NEWYORK—The I nsuram e
day, but a nice time for all. Information Institute reports
We think Mr. Williams will that more that, -10 per eent 01
-njoy this.
all traffi( fatalities in 1908--IS
When we got here there wu 700--oce tarred in accidents at
an apple tree full of the redd- tributed to speeding. More 01.'1)
est apples we ever saw and snow 90 per cent of all traffi«asti.el
everywhere. This was just out- ties were in accidents
involviec
side the bedroom window in known driver

LAST MINUTE SHOPPERS ift'MOSCOW - Salesgirls in a Moscow department store climb among hundreds of boxes containing dolls as customers search for gifts to go under the
Yolka or Christmas trees. This store is Detsky Mir (Children's World). New Year has replaced Christmas as the
main'svinter holiday in Russia, but trees, gift-giving and
Grandfather Frost have been carried over.
(Cablephoto

NOT BEING WARNED
(UPI)
WASHINGTON

business subcommittee on mon—A opolies- will begin hearings, on

THE

"substantial number" of women the subject Jan. 14.
taking birth control pills are
not being warned of health
Newcomer Clicks
hazards or side affects connectHOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Brited with the contraceptives, ish newcomer Pamela Franklin
according to Sen. Gaylord landed a role with Maggie
Nelson, D-Wis.
Smith in -The Prime of Miss
Nelson said his Senate small Jean Brodie" at Fox

College

'FIRST
NOEL
The radiant Star of Bethlehem
shines brightly as ever, symbol of
the true meaning of Christmas .
Our greetings and thanks tool! of you.

Cleaners

Keistler's Shoe Service

11 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Phone 753-1U2
Truly Fine Cleaning

Mr. and Mrs. Keistler

6e:k7
co

w,ap
o
o

merry
OArist/nas

0

To friends old and new we send
our warmest wishes for a Merry
Christmas, filled with the joys
of giving and
receiving. Our
thanks to you.

violations.

IAKER

Sale '15.88
Sale '20.88
Sale '24.88
Sale 130.88

ES
D!!

HOSE

I1.29

PR.

R COATS

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Salo
Sale
Salo

$ 6.N
$ 7.54
$ 1.86
$10.111
$14.11
MAI

Volkswagen presents
the United States of America.
Climb into a VW Campmobile, turn the key and
you have the entire country at your disposal.
You want the mountains? The VW Campmobile
is on awesome mountain climber. Since the engine's in the rear, you get such good traction you
don't even need a road.
You want snow country? You can have snow
country. Since the engine's air-cooled, you can
travel in even the iciest weather and never have to
worry about water or antifreeze.
You just wont to ride from town to town (or
.around town)? Then ride. A golfort of gasmill take
ypu about 23 miles.
Of course, wherever you settle in this land,
you'll settle in comfort.
The VW CorTipmobile has a big full length double
bed,a chilif's bed and a hammock.
It also has a kitchenette. Complete with a dining
table,a sink, an icebox and a water system.
The price CM the Volkswagen' Campmobile is

The Staff and Management of

JOHNSON'S GROCERY
Wish You

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

PRICE $.1111.111
America is free.

Carroll Volkswapn
800 Chestnut Murray, y•

‘. •

•

IS

Miele -114+41+
GREETINGS FROM THE NIXONS, BUY .•
eke k in Columbus. Ohio, riokm happy with
h•gisiative.
her Christmas card from President and Mrs. Nixon. hilt
actuct/ly she has mixed feelings. It was istidressed -Mrs"
instead of "Teliss." and sCas stamped "Postage stilt' 6 urns),"

Gervls Jackson
Dallas Adams
Frank Lawrence
Glen Edwards
Kenneth Perry

Pat Brown

Imogene Paschall
Danny Dunn
Polly Flora
Estelle Trousdale

Tommy Jones
Billy Wilson
Alice Kidd
Mary Thomas
Phil Wilson

•

Hoyt Wilson
Charles Johnson
Lonnie Duke
Mrs. Annie Johnson

1
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TOY LENNING LOST IN MOUNTAIN AREA
Cases Are Heard
Red
In Calloway Court it
Of Judge McCuiston

City Firemen All
"Sick" Today As
Chief Is On Duty

Trade
PasedBif

Letter To Editor
Dear Editor:
Man's entry into space and
landing on another planet in
this year 1969, is nothing new.
Ecclesiastes 1:9.
Almost two thousand years
ago a space ship left another
planet; It's launch pad4 the portals of heaven; The Commander
was God. The material from
which it was made was the
most precious material that God
had, "Love"; The mission of
the ship was to land on the
planet earth and to give peace
and good will to men; The pilot
was the Holy Spirit of God;

Twin Engine Plane
Feared Down Near
Crossville, Tenn.

Cases were heard in the Calloway County Court oz Judge
Hall McCuiston during the past
week. Records show the following occurred:
Bobby R. Gissendanner, Orange, N. J., speeding. fined
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Con$10.00 coats $18.00; State Po gress passed in its closing hours
lice.
Tuesday a bill opening the way
Glyn D. Price, Route Two, for a big expansion of trade
Mayfield, speeding, fined -$10.- between the United States and
00 costs $18.00; State Police.
the Communist world.
Rescue workers were driven
William D. Dodd, Route Five,
Approval of the compromise
Inside by snow and darkneel
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
Murray, speeding, fined $10.00 cersion
ended a tug of war
only a few hours after bee*
Is the only fireman on chrty
costs $18.00; State Police,
between the House, which had
(Continued on Page Nine)
ning the search for a Murray
this morning for the city of
Donald K.. Edwards, 1717
simple extension of
passed
a
service executive's down
flying
Murray. The eight firemen for
Wells Drive, Murray speeding.
the cold war era 1949 Export
ed airplane Tuesday afternoon.
this 24 hours' shift all report(Continued
on
Page
Nine)
Control Act, and the Senate,
The search resumed today.
ed that they were "sick" this
Dr. Rainey T. Wells
A Murray man was involved
which had adopted a much more
morning, according to Chief RoThe twin-engined Piper Carn.
in a traffic collision in Mayfield
Liberal measure.
bertson.
menthe, owned and piloted by
The chief said this morning on Saturday, ccorcling to the reHouse and Senate negotiators
Toy Leaning, 56, of Murray
he had been on duty for 26 port in the Mayfield Messenger.
first adopted the Senate apapparently crashed only a few
hours with about lea hours of The account read as follows:
proach but the Rouse turned it
minutes out of the Crossville
"Autos driven by Mary L.
sleep, but he was standing by
&ten. The negotiators met aairport, officials said.
Carrico, 826 West South Street
for any calls.
gain Tuesday morning, softened
Robertson said in the event and Allen W. Russell, Murray,
the bill, submitted it to both
Lemming, president of Lenof a fire he would endeavor to Ky., collided about 6:10 a. m.
chambers and won approval by
Ding's Flying Service Inc., here
turday.
call the Murray-Calloway Coreveal. "By reason of factional voice vote. President Nixon was
was on his way to pick up pas"Carrico was driving west on
unty Civil Defense Reecue Squad
Kentucky's official differences in the Legislature considered certain to accept it. A car and bicycle collision ocWhen
sengers at Crossville. He was
West
Walnut
and
Russell
was
and volunteers for help, and
Christmas tree lights up the over the exact site for the conThe President continues to curred Tuesday at 7:25 p.m.
to take the passengers, who
would do his best to take care driving north on South 8th
in Frank- street& of its new Capitol, enjoy discretionary power un- at Sycamore and South Ilth
j
u.Hlwtln
▪ CaB
piytoL
l Building
were not identified, to Fulton,
Street and was crossing Walnut
of any emergency.
it
was apparent that the special der the new bill to prohibit and
fort, its gleam travels all the
Ky.
Two false alarms were ans- after having stopped at the stop way down to Calloway County session would soon adjourn regulate US. exports to the So- Streets, according to the report
Upto six inches of snow was
wered by the firemen last night. sign when the collsion occur- and Murray State University. without any action unless it viet Union and other Commun- filed by the investigating officreported late Tuesday on Minch
ers of the Murray Police DeThey were at 306 North Cher- red, the police report said."
Not many people know that agreed on a site to construct ist countries.
Toy Lenning
Mountain, the apparent area of
partment.
ry Street at 8:12 p. m. and at
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder of the new Capitol."
But the rules under which
the crash, and in the same genVehicles involved were a 1965
801 North 16th Street at 8:25
Murray State University, was Young lawyer Wells, dyna- thoueends of items — ranging Ford two door hardtop driven
eral area in which five small
p. m.
the central figure in locating mic, decisive and far-seeing. from automobiles to milk, and by Linde Dunaway Smotheraircraft have crashed in the last
Yesterday the No. 2 Fire Stathe Capitol Building and Exe- "selected the site on which the including brassieres and wigs— man, age 24, of 406 South 16th
six years.
tion on South 16th Street was
Capitol
present
and
their
Mansion
cutive
in
Executive Mansion are considerably relaxed.
"It's a cold night to spend
Street, Murray, and an English
closed due to the reported "illare now located, and secured
site.
U S. trade with Communist bicycle owned by Lee Stockout, but we still hope we'll find
mess" of Eve of the firemen.
M
James
Chief of Police
The Christmas tree at Frank- an option of the property, and nations is now just a small
him alove, if he survived the
well of Murray and driven by
Chief Robertson and three Brown and his department wish fort is peculiarly appropriate, had prepared and introduced inaction of its total of
wreck," a Cumberland County
Michael James Miller, age 20,
firemen were on duty at the each one a "Merry Christmas for it was on Christmas Day, a bill fixing the location and
fraction of the billions of dol- of Coldwater, Mich.
Sheriff's Department spokesman
main station located in the City and a Happy New Year" at this December 25, 1875, that Dr. making the appropriation for
lars worth of exports. Only aFrank P. DartieLs, formerly of said.' Today's forecast called for
The Senotherman car had
Hall Building.
Christmas season.
Wells was born in a modest log the building. This bill was esl'e bout 2 or 3 per cent of the
County, died this rain and cloudy skies, but no
Calloway
on
11th
Sycamore
stopped
at
The police department urges home in the New Hope commun- acted by the Legislature and Communist world's
exports go Street going south and then morning at 1:45 at the Capitol Mew.
each one to drive carefully dur- ity of Calloway County.
approved by the Governor." to the United States.
The search area is located
went across Sycamore, the po- Manor Rest Home, Frankfort.
ing this holiday period.
Rainey T. Wells, 29-year-old
About 17 years later, Rainey
The deceased was 76 years of about 15 thilea south-southeast
couldn't
said
lice
Miller
report
lawyer and member of the Gen- T. Wells selected another site
stop and hit the right fender of age and is survived by his wife, of CrossyWe off U. S. 127. Civil
eral Assembly, played a key for another institution. It was
HOME ENTERED
the Smotherman car, the po- Mrs. Myrtle Nance Daniels, one Air Patrol units were to work
role in moving and locating the his own backyard and the strucsaid. Miller's body then hit son, J. B. Daniels, and two with sheriff's deputies and reslice
State Capitol.
ture was to be Murray State
The home of Mr. and Mrs
windshield breaking t h e granddaughters, Martha Kaye cue squad personnel in the
the
After the lapse of time for University. He became its secWilliam F. Jones entered in the the
according to the police Daniels and Joan Barber Dan- seaTherch,
glass,
removal of the state Capitol ond president, and today his
iels, all of Frankfort.
Crossville Airport conChristmas lighting program is from
report.
Frankfort under the pro- home is the property of the
Mr. Daniels is also survived trol tower said the pilot raat 301 North 16th Street instead visions
Miller was taken to the emerof the State Constar'. University. Known now as
of 310 North 16th Street as Lion, an
gency room of the Murray-Cal- by one step son, Herbert Nan- dioed the tower about 1 p. m.
effort was made to se "Oakhurst" it is the borne of
given in the list to the Ledger cure an
loway
County Hospital, but his ce, and several nieces and ne- In overcast weather and had reCocoa,
of
Adams
Annie
approprietion for the Murray's fifth president, Dr. Mrs.
ceived permission to descend
Ii Times.
were not known by of- phews.
injuries
Calloway
construction of the present Harry Spares, and Mrs. Sparks. Fia., formerly of
Funeral arrangements are from 6,000 to 4,000 feet when
By FRANK ELEAZER
ficials
at
the
mornhospital
this
at
Tuesday
away
passed
County,
state Capitol Building.
Some alumni, friends and as
Incomplete, but the body is eke- communications were lost.
"The Legislature of 1904 fail- sociates of Dr. Wells are hop- nine a.m. at the Wuesthoff Hos- ing.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — With
The plane had been cleared
Damage to the Smotherman ing returned to the Max H.
ed to make such appropriations ing that an appropriate histor- pital, Rock Ledge, Fla.
Churchill
Funeral
for
Home
an instrument landing and
an election year directly ahead,
wheie
oar
was
on
the
right
fender
widow
and
the
and a special session of the ical marker may be erected at
The deceased was
friends may call after noon on Leaning gave no indication of
congressmen took home for preLegislature was convened in the birthplace of Dr Wells. of Rev. E. F. Adams who died windshield.
Thursday.
trouble, the Federal Aviation
liminary voter inspection today
1905 for this purpose," records (Continued
in October of 1928. She was
on Pegs Nine)
Administration said.
a mixed Christmas bag of mice
born July 7, 1881, in Robertson
The site of the search is near
cesses and failures.
CHICAGO (UPI) — Between
parents
her
County, Tenn, and
where two planes crashed last
House GOP Leader Gerald Jr., 800 and 920 persons will be killwere James Wolford and Freda
spring with a loss of 13 lives,
Ford, perhaps in a harbinger of ed on the nation's highways
nia Gullett Wolford. She was a
one source said.
Republican campaign tactics for during the Christmas holiday
CHRISTMAS POEM
member of the First Baptist
1970, labeled the yearlong sess- period, the National Safety
Chm
. as
urc
rah,AMurrayw
Leaning was in the European
When I was young and just a boy.
ion a "do nothing" Congress. He Council predicts.
also precedTheltre during World War II
said it had done almost nothing
Council President Howard Christmas to me was just another toy.
ed in death by one son, John
and did not learn to fly imtil
about President Nixon's legis- Pyle also said Tuesday between Now. I'm old, and feeble and gray,
Adams on December 8, 1968,
1946. He took flying lessons as
lative program.
35,008 and 40,000 persons will Christmas is a very solemn and sacred
Christmas show put on by gov- a veteran under Ramp Erwin,
and a daughter died in infancy.
day.
But Senate Democratic Lead- be seriously injured during the The day God gave
WHITESIOAD
By
WALTER
ernnent
propagandists.
Survivors are three daughus His only son,
Gene Graham and Tommy Hove
er Mike Mansfield called the four-day period beginning at 6 To
Witnesses said a small boy, ard.
pay for the sins that we have done.
ters, Mrs....Geneva Travis and
session "most productive". He pm. today and ending at midMiss Elizabeth Adams of Cocoa, SAIGON ITH — U. S. and about 14 years old, walked into
He died on the cross that we might live.
For a number of years he
gave Congress good marks not night Sunday.
and Mrs. Burgess (Fredo- South Vietnamese troops join- the crowd with a basket that operated Leaning's Flying SerFla.,
But
when
we
meet
St. Peter at the Golden Gate
only for its legislative attainPyle said drivers should not
in
soldiers
Communist
today
ed
appeared
to
be
laden
with
food.
nia) Marine of 201 North 17th
vice flying chartered flights for
ments but its start toward re- drink, but those who do should Our soul is all that is left for us to give.
Street, Murray; eight grand- a Christmas truce marred by He put it down and walked Individuals. He was used pridirecting
national priorities let at least one hour pass be- (This poem was written by F. W. Wickoff. age 83. of Murray
children; ten great grandchil- the deaths of four Americans away, they said, and the bask- marily by the college, local busfrom the Vietnam War to home- tween each drink or 12-ounce Route Six. He calls it "Meditations of an Eighty Three Year Old
et exploded.
dren; one great great grand- in a mine explosion.
iness and industry.
front needs.
beer to avoid the effects of al- Man".
The Allies began their 24Spokesmen said about 30 of
child.
The session of Congress, cohoL
cease-fire
Christhour
at
6
p.
m.
the
wounded
were
children, one
For some years he flew a sinFuneral services will be held
which ground to a halt at 3:10
Saturday at two p.m. at the cha- mas Eve 5 a. m., (EST), 17 hours of whom had his legs blown off. gle engine plane but several
p.m. EST, Tuesday, accomplishafter the Viet Gong's three-day Nine were South Vietnamese years ago acquired a twin-enpel of the Blalock-Coleman Fun- standdown
ed more than most observers
had begun follow- militiamen. American helicop- gine Comanche, which increasHome with Rev. Loyd Wileral
thought likely when it cony'
ing a rash of terror attacks that ten came in to evacuate the ed not only the paeload he was
Rev. Glen Armstrong
and
son
ed Jan. 3 with Democrats in
killed at least three Vietnam- wounded to Da Nang.
able to carry, but also distances
officiating.
ese
charge on Capitol Hill and a
and wounded 66.
The explosion occurred two to which he could fly.
Pallbearers will be Garnett
The costliest of the pre-truce hours before the start of the
Republican about to take office
Leaning has been known as
Adams, Charles Rehwalds, Don terrorism, late Tuesday, saw a
as president
Viet Gong truce at 1 a. m. to- a careful pilot and took few
Phillip Adams, John Vietnamese boy plant a bomb
Adams,
day,
Some political standoffs did
spokesmen
said.
chances. His flying service gave
Lane Adams, and Don Travis amid a crowd of 300 persons
develop and for a time threat- by
This is the 145th truce ob- Impetus to the local airport
United Press International year to be the most nangerqui tors to offer free coffee to
will be in the West in a churchyard on the north- served in
Burial
the Vietnam War, the when it was first organized and
ened to keep Congress in sesson the highway.
rood-weary motorists during the Fork Cemetery with the arrion through the holidays. But
Statistics compiled by the
With that in mind, Gov. Louis Christmas and New Year's peak angements by the Blalock-Cole- ern cond. He walked away and Ifth for Christmas. Two Amer- he was the first airport manthe bomb exploded, killing two icans were killed and 36 woundin the end tax loopholes had Kentucky Department of Public B. Nunn has endorsed
a plan travel periods.
man Funeral Home where fri- Vietnamese and wounding 62, ed in Last year's Christmas ager.
been narrowed, taxes for every- Safety show this time of the by the state's restaurant
Lenning was in an airplane
opera- Tourist information centers ends may call after eight a m. many of them children.
standdown, accenting to U. S. crash several years ago, east
body reduced, and Social SecurFriday.
along
two
of
on
Kentucky's major
Military spokesmen reported records.
ity payments Increased by 15
of Kyle Field. In this Instance
highways also will offer motor"a few" guerrilla violations afpercent, effective next month
he landed in a field and might
ists
free
coffee,
in
a
move
aimter
the
cease-fire
began
but
Draftees hereafter will be sepossibly have landed without
cutting
ed
at
holiday
said
accident
none
was
considered
signilected by lot
in,jury had it not been for a
tolls.
ficant Allied commanders kept
But basic draft reform was
ditch in the ceder of the field.
patrols in the field with others
Hazardous driving conditions
put off until next year, at a
The single engine plane was deAdmissions,
1,49
December
re
to
fire
only
if
fired
upon.
were
forecast by the U.S. Weasecond session that won't start
molished and Lenning suffered
Four GIs from one of these
ther Bureau at Louisville, which Gordon Moody, 525 South 6th
until Jan. 19.
some injury but walked away
StefVera
Mrs.
Murray;
patrols were killed when one
said at least one inch of snow Street,
Nixon's anticrirne package —
from the wreckage. The plane
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(UPI) — later burned
was expected for today, with fey, 412 South 10th Street, Mur- of them sipped on a land mine
for whatever it was worth and
when sightseers
Box
Bryant,
24
Mrs.
miles
Dollie
northwest
"I'm
of
going
Saigon
to
kill
ray;
every
one
of
sleet and rain forecast for the
Democrats said that wasn't
arrived and ignited the gasoMurStation,
just
University
after
the
you,"
police
1276,
Communist
quoted
truce
witnesses line soaked area.
much — lay untouched in House
ray; Mrs. Thelma Mayfield, went into effect. Another five as saying a gunman muttered
and Senate comm:ttees.
aite
rtn°°ni
tre
Siemployees
get two days
off over the Christmas and New 1316 Poplar Street, Murray; Americans and two government just before he opened fire with
The new President's tradia .25 caliber automatic pistol at
tional honeymoon with the
Year's holiday. All departments Mrs. Zilma Oaks, Route 7, Mur- soldiers were wounded.
This was the only fatal in- a bar hernniate Tuesday night.
of state government and all pub- ray; Miss Edith Turner, Route
Congress lasted longer than
When he had finished, one
5, Murray; Elbert Todd, Route cident reported since the belic offices will be closed.
most people expected, considerFor hospitalized, mentally ill 1, Kirksey; Mrs. Obera Colson, ginning of the Viet Cong and customer was dead, a second
ing Nixon's many past political
North Vietnamese cease-fire at "seriously" wounded and hosand retarded persons, days tend Route 1, Almo; Mrs. Lela Robstruggies. But by adjournment
1 a. m. today noon Tuesday pitalized and the gunman jailed
to run together without much erts, Route 5, Murray.
time politics was dominating
Eddie Hargrove of Dexter
(Dismissals
on charges of willful murder.
the scene.
distinction. Hundreds of volunRoute One was arrested by the
U. S. B-52 bombers maintainRoute
Valentine,
Jessie
Mrs.•
A hint of the political tack to
teers across the state are worked their attacks until just be- Police, who arrested Franklin Murray Police Depertment Last
ing to make Christmas „a bit 1, Hazel; Mrs. Mary Ballentine, fore the later-starting
be taken by liberal Democrats
Allied Crunk, 56, of Christian County, night at 11:30 and' Is now in
Maurita
Mrs.
Murray;
3,
brightek for Kentuckians con- Route
came from Rep, Charles A. Va
truce,
hitting
suspected
infil- said they had been unable to the City Jail, according to the
Pritchett, Route 2, Murray; Madfined iS hospitals.
nik, D-Ohio, who said in a statetration trails along the Cam- find any apparent motive in police department.
Concord;
New
Chandler,
ison
All patierns, physically able,
ment, "It seems clear that the
bodian border and along the the shootings at the Elgy Bar.
leave the hospitals for the holi- Mrs. Oma Outland (Expired). border in the northern quarter. They said Crunk had been
administration's efforts were
Hargrove has been chargea
Sycamore Street, Murray.
1411
days,
cats
fat
but
the
for
directed
clearly
before departing they
Three bomb blasts echced drinking.
with driving while intoxicated,
help
decorate wards with trees
and not the average American."
through Saigon's streets Tueschsregardin.g a stops sign, reck•nd ornaments for those whc FREIGHTER AGROUND
day night before the guerrilla
Killed was Charlie Stamqer, less driving, fleeing a police ofmust remain
HUNG KONG (UPI)—All 50 truce, killing one civilian and 32, of Gary, Ind., a former Hop- ficer, refusing right of way, and
NOW YOU KNOW
At Hazelwood, the Salvation
Chinese crewmen aboard the wounding four, but the cost- kinsville resident home for the resisting arrest, according to
Army provided dolls fpr wothe citation „MeetSingapore-registered freighter liest attack occurred far to the olidays.
- Weeds to dress tor
rescued
Otis
been
Barnett,
42,
of
have
HopkinsBay
King
by United Pres- intarnatl
A nother--persort-Was -charged
their —little girls, - and -extend SS
Reportr from the sceneat
villé
helphilizia in serJapanese vessel, the ship's
with public drunkenness, disaid to needy falnilies of Louis- by a
-Xuyen
Kieu
Village
362
miles
ious condition at Nashville, orderly
today. The 3,000The American bullfrog is SO
conduct and knowing
ville patients sot only at owners said
north of Saigon said about 300
voracious it will eat an-AMUton freighter ran aground near Vietnamese--civilians aed sol- Tenn. with two bullet wounds. ly allowing a person under the
Christmas, but year round.
Witnesses
said
Crunk
the
fired
in
Reefs
Tubbataha
R can overcome from ineects to
Influence of alcohol to drive
Helping make Christmas a the
diers—had gathered Tuesday
Tiedirric asinine COORINNArma commirrsa
Salu Sea in the Southern night in the churchyard for a five times before he was over- her car, according to the pe
)oung wild ducklings.
(1.0MintMed on rags
Ninel
powered and held for police. lice
Philippines.
citations.

On Tuesday

Murrayan Involved
In Wreck Saturday

Car-Bicycle
Collision
Is Reported

Dr. Wells Played Important
Part In Location Of Capitol

Police Urge Each To
Drive Carefully

Mr.Daniels
Dies Today

'54 Ford Labels
Congress
'Do Nothing'

Mrs. Adams
Passes Away

Safety Council Says
800 to 920 Will Be
Killed In Accidents

let Cong Truce Violation Is
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Reported By Allies Yesterday
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Free Coffee To Be Available To Road
Weary Travelers On Kentucky Highways
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Hospital Report

Man Kills One And
Wounds Another In
Hopkinsville Bar

Eddie Hargrove Is
Charged By Police
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ional Women's Club also contributed gifts, and the Nashville sound will provide two
hours of country and western
(Continuod From Pane
music on Christmas Day.
little brighter with gifts for
Patients at the hospital in
those confined to hospitals are Paris will be entertained by a
e Girls Club of the South Cen- teen-aged group of carollers.
and
groups
tral Telephone Co., Marine Organizations
Corps Reserve, American Leg- fr..m all the counties of the disn AuxilLries, Iroquois Post of trict have donated gifts or proth.t Veterans of Foreign Wan vided seasonal programs.
Most of the volunteers for
and Louisville Council of Churches, among many other orgaa- Christmas giving and programs
at Madisonville come from the
isstions in the state.
The Metropolitan Parks and TD Association and from local
Recreation Board and local churches.
The Business and Profession.
band provide eatertainment for
al Women's Club and Jr. Wothe patients.
Each patients will receive six men's Club of London have trato eight gifts and a personal ditionally made Christmas previsit from Santa on Christmas parations since the hospital
ipened in 1952. They make
At Ashland, hospital person- home-made candy and sponsor
nel and patients were touched a sing-out for all patients.
by the gift of $10 from a form- Many other organizations,
churches, scouts and others aer patient, now on Social Security payments, A girls' sorority cross the state contribute in
their own unique way to bring
at Paul Blazer High School
Christmas cheer to fellow Kenand the Business and Professtuckians.

Free Coffee
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rs were driven
and darkness
us after begin.
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tsday afternoon
esumed today.

Cases Are

Letter To Editor

(Continuod From Peg* $)

(Continued From Peg* I)

fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
It's landing capsule was the Police.
womb of a virgin, it landed in Daniel A. Galloway, Route
a lonely stable in Bethelham. Three, Murray speeding, fined
This "God-Man" who landed $10.00 costs $18.00; State Poon the planet earth, carried in lice.
His survival pack two things, Clarence Moore, Route Two,
"The Seed of His Kingdom", Buchanan, Tenn., speeding,
which is the "Word of God" fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
and The Cross Calvary.
Police.
stay on the planet earth sae John E. Orr, Route Two, Ha.13% years. During this time zel, speeding, fined $10.00 costs
He raised His flag, "The Ban- $18.00; State Police.
ner of Truth" flowing through John Creighton, Oak Park,
the crimson blood from H I s
cold checking, fined $10.00
pierced body. He left His foot- costs $25.00; Sheriff.
prints on the hearts of men.
One day after His mission was
compkted, He heard the voice
from mission control; and He this planet and the other one
entered the "space ship love" was, that He would some day
and eleven men watched it as return in the same manner in
it left the planet earth on it's which He was leaving. One proway back to the portals o f mise was kept and we know
Heaven But He left two pre- the other one will be some day.
Hilda Leeds,
cious promises; one, He would
LA. California
send the Holy Soirit back to

.
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Mists far The "Watt,' Pest by Terry ChM

PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD FRIDAY DECEMBER 26th,
thru TUESDAY DEC. 30th

Fradk Steeley ponder a tough born ework problem for Bill and Lisa.

Meeting Dr. Steely's Full Family

night to spend
hope we'll find
,e survived the
berland County
nent spokesman
ecast called for
skies, but no

it's Hard to Pull Up Roots Again'

irea is located
south-southeast
U. S. 12'7. Civil
were to work
tputies and resonnel in the

Second of a Series
BY DONNA McKEOW'N
Itintucky Past Staff Writar

WISE, VA.: Right outside the city
limits, a long line of yellow flames glistened on the mountain.
"What is that?" I asked, alarmed.
••I Dr. Frank Steely laughed.
"Oh, those are just the coke furnaces.
ou're in coal country now.
r "We're almost there now," he assured

e Airport conthe pilot ra• about 1 p. m.
her and had reon to descend
1,000 feet when
were lost.
d been cleared
at landing and
o indication of
tderal Aviation
said.
e search is near
les crashed last
oss of 13 lives,

to'-'Hallelujah!" I muttered, thankful the
Six-hour ride was almost ended.
s,
• THE HOME OF THE first president of
Northern Kentucky State University is 10
minutes away from Wise in Norton, city
of 5013, trade center for an infinite number of smaller towns in Wise County.
"I'd better warn you that since we
were talking about the job when we moved
In, I wouldn't let my wife spend any money
On it," Dr. Steely said with a chuckle.
The house was a spacious brick structure built in the 1920s.
As we alighted from the car in the tiny
backyard, a fluffy ball of fur leaped up in
greeting.
That was Tubby.

n the European
World War 11
trn to fly until
lying lessons as
r Hemp Erwin,
id Tommy How.

r at years he
g's Flying Serered flights for
was used pre
,le, local bustry.

HE, ALONG WITH A SMALLER puppy
named Spot, serve as family mascots and
children's pets.
Inside, losetta Steely rallied the
children:
"They're here! They're here!
"I'm so pleased to meet you. Oh Ennis,
she is a nice young thing," losetta said,
bubbling with excitement.
Mrs. Steely, an attractive woman with
dark hair feathered close to her fakt in a
short bob, was dressed in a simple red
dress that brushed the top of her knees.

he flew a sinne but several
ired a twin-en
which increaspayload he was
it also distances
uld fly.
been klIOWT1 as
and took few
rig service gave
local airport
I organized and
it airport man-

'3

• A PRETTY RED PRINT SCARF gathered with a black broach on the shoulder
topped the smart outfit.
She and the children, Bill, 12, and Lisa,
10, had been waiting for dinner thre(
hours now. •
"We got stuck behind some slow traffic," Dr. Steely explained.
"Well, just sit down and rest a bit and
then we'll decide what to „do," she insisted.
She led us to the festive living room,
already outfitted for Christmas with a
tree, and felt red stockings flanging from
the white mantle above the fireplace.

in an airplane
ears ago, east
a this instance
field and might
anded without
ot been for a
er of the field.,
e plane was deeming suffered
I walked away
age. The plane
hen sightseers
ited the gaso-

A PIANO CROWDED ONE CORNER
while a large high-backed sofa with green
arid brown flowers graced the opposite
wall:
The phone had been ringing all day
since the news broke, she said.
Dr.' Steely, elated, produced several
newspapers that carried the story. Mrs.
Steely countered with local accounts
Lisa, a peppy natural long-haired blond,
read one account, commenting:
"Gosh, this is more than I ever knew
about you, Daddy"
Bill, with a Beatle blond haircut and
dark-rimmed glasses, insisted we get on
with the dinner.

grove Is
y Police
of
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e
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iepartment last
and' Is now in
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WEDNESDAY — DECEMBER 24. 1969

,

THE INN, WHERE I WOULD be staying the next few days, was an antique collector's delight.
The coal baron who owned it had
stocked an oldtime hotel with close to a
million dollars worth of art obiects, including a 500-year-old funeral urn that
served as a base for a lobby lamp.
The dining room was equally exquisite
with hand-blown Ventian glass chandeliers
mou, _than 200 years old, _
- -Btil perhaps even more inviting was
a aceiiMpt lot's buffet.
A large table was heaped with roast
beef, fried shrimp, broccoli smothered
ith cheese, pickled cauliflower :Ind brussels sprouts, banana salad spiced peaches
and 'several other dishes
DURING THE. DINNER and through

the next day, I was able to piece together
the Steelys' life and their vision of their
place in the community.
Frank and losetta had met in the river
bottoms of western Kentucky, when he
came to call on her sister.
The marriage had been postponed
until Frank, 26, was fresh from his doctorate at University of Rochester in New
York.
Meanwhile, losetta, 24, had gained her
mastersitt University of Kentucky in home
economics.
It was 1951 and professor jobs were
hard to come by.
OUT OF 90 APPLICATIONS sent out,
Dr. Steely received only three replies. One
took him to Blue Mountain College, a Baptist girls' school in Blue Mountain, Miss.
He rose to chairman of the history department there and later achieved the
same post at his alma mater, Murray State
University.
In 1967, Dr. Steely accepted the challenge at Clinch Valley College of changing
a two-year school into a four-year senior
institution.
Moving is the "story of my life," said
Iosetta.
"WHEN WE WERE AT MURRAY I
nearly killed myself on that house . . . I
thought we would live there a thousand
years. We lived there 18 months," she
said.
Roots go deep for Mrs. Steely, I realized next day at the Wise Baptist Church.
Her eyes glistened with tears when she
told some fnends about leaving.
"It would be a shame to miss this Opportunity," she said. "But it's hard to
pull up the roots. We'll regret leaving
our friends."
Services and Sunday school are an
integral part of the Steely week.
DR. STEELY IS A DEACON at the
church and his wife is superintendent of
the junior department.
Serving the community is strongly ingrained with the Steelys.
Mrs. Steely led a campaign to stir up
interest in the local library and was
chosen Woman of the Year by the Women's Club
In oetween her church and women's
activities she teaches a nutrition class at
the college.
Moving to Kentucky, probably the first
of March, will change all that.
THE DEPARTURE WILL BE a little
sad for Bill and Lisa, too.
Bill's collection of 32 white mice has
to be disposed of by the time they leave,
Dr. Steely has ordered.
And Lisa won't be seeing her boy
friend any more.
But those sad moments were forgotten
in the excitement of preparing for the traditional birthday party that night.
Mrs. Steely explained that a Cuban
family whose members escaped during
Fidel Castro's take-over had, relocated in
Wise.
Their laughter, Maria Elena, was born
on Christmas Day and her parents were
so delighted that each year they hold a
giant birthday party.
ALMOST 150 PEOPLE ARE invited.
The mothers bring their favorite dish for
a pot-luck supper and the children bring
a gift for Maria
Meanwhile, Maria's mO/ber buys an
Individual present for each child who will
be at the party.
The party was held at the college
lunchroom, now jammed with anxious
youngsters.
Maria Elena, a plump 4-year-old doll
baby, presided in h,er red velvet dress.
_
CRACKLED ;n the air
as the doors burst open to a monstrous
man in a red suit.
"Santa Claus!" the children squealed.
Each goi. his present while parents had
a chance to visit
It was easy to see why the Steelys
1_.would miss the people of Wise.
op
NEXT: "Dean Steely ls a scholar and
a gentleman,'' declares his former boss.
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Dr. Wells
(Continued From False 11)
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Mrs. Helen Wells Lassiter, mother of Judge James Lassiter
DRE
MIRSSING
and sister of Dr. Wells, said the
C
old home place was on the old
New Concord Road in the New
QT.
Hope community.
It was in this home that Murray St.ate's founder was born
on Christmas Day, 1873, the son
MISS LIBERTY
of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. P. Wells.
The home, according to Mrs.
Lassiter, was a small log house
20 OZ„ LOAF
with one room and a "leant*"
downstairs a-nd one room upstairs.
Rainey Wells loved his home
and his neighbors, but he laCHUCK
bored for education all over his
beloved Kentucky.
When Dr. Wells died June
FIRST
13, 1958, Dr. H. L. Donovan,
president meritus of the UniCUT
LB'
versity of Kentucky, paid tribute to Murray's founder:
"....As tax commissioner, he
prepared the inheritance tax
FIELD
law and had the money from
this source directed to higher
C
education. The University (of
CHESTNUT
Kentucky) and the Teacher's
Colleges were the beneficiaries
LB.
of this tax which amounted to
millions of dollars.
"The University was able to
build out of this fund its liFRESH
brary which it would not have
gotten if Mr. Wells singlehanded had not passed this law thro•
ugh the General Assembly. We
LB.
here at the University will al
ways owe him a debt of grati•
tude."
Dr. Wells resigned from the
Murray State presidency in 1933
to go-To Omaha, Nebr., to be
general counsel for the Woodmen of the World. Leaving Murray almost broke his heart, but
he went.
LB.
As a brilliant and experienced
A
legislator, General Attorney
Wells at Omaha spearheaded a
MARTHA WHITE
legal defense for all fraternal
benefit insurance societies from
dAGS
state taxation. Several states
instituted court action against
,4 A
25 Ld.
these societies, but Wells in cooperation with attorneys from r
other groups, was "successful
in every instance in securing
judgment in state an federal
TRAIL BLAZER
court....and saved th
bership of these societies several million dollars."
....And so this year at Christ3189
mas time, the shining star at
the Capitol of Kentucky in
1
HE
Frankfort will send its gleam
E
to Murray...to Lexington...to
FOOD. ,
nnaha...Dr. Wells' friends say,
"why shouldn't it?" They say
LB.
he Christmas 9ta.r has been a
gleam of hope around the world
r5
or nearly two thousand years CDELIGHT
ES
WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Nixon has nominated Lyle
S. Garlock, an executive of *
Eastern Air lines, to the
*
For eign Claims Settlement
*
Commission.
Nixon said he would designate Garlock chairman o‘hthe
commission
if the Senate I
confirms the appointment.. The
commission, established In 1954, *
determines the claims of 11,S,
n a t iona 1 s against foreign *
governments.
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BOWLING
STANDINGS

Sy JOAN O'SULUVAN
COFFEE CAKE is a tradldition in our house at holiday
time, for it's nice to have a
homemade treat to serve with
KENTUCKY LAKE
coffee when neighbors drop in.
BOWLING LEAGUE
• Chocolate Swirl Coffee
Week of 12-1S-'69
Cake is popular with chilW.
Standings4
dren.
It
combines
their
48 12
Mutual of °mobs
favorite flavor with biscuit
Murray
42%
17
of
Bank
mix and a coconut-nut topT. V. Service Center 35% 24
ping.
36 25
Martin Oil
• We're partial to Country
35 25
Moose Lodge
Loaf cake. It's a basic white
Lindsey's
34% 25% cake mix recipe that can be
28% 31
Cofganial Bread
varied with Anise or Almond
33
Murrity Mobile Homes 2'7
flavoring. Both coffee cake
2'7 33
Country Kitchen
recipes are from Betty CrockMo-Go Oil
26 34
er's Cookbook (Golden Press).
When it comes to holiday
Carrier Corp.
25 36
desserts, our favorites have
Crazy Horse
23 37
fruit flavor, for fruit has a
Williams Super Serv. 21 39
fresh, moist taste after a ban12 48
R. O. T. C.
quet-size meal.
High Team 3 Games SC
•Pear Date Torte--a rich
T. V. Service Center ____
pastry base over which canned
Oil
Martin
Murray,
Cromwell,
Bartlett pears are baked—is
MEETING A CHAMPION: Donnie Martins, Providence, and Ken
University, get a close Mutual of Omaha
only fabulous with its datemembers of • dairy breeding and feeding class at Murray State
High
Team
3
G11411011
MC
University's registered,
nut topping.
1•
look at Murran Banner Banner Rachel, a two-year-old milker in the
Service Center
Champion awards last T. V.
Senior
• Another favorite, Peaches
and
Champion
Grand
the
winner
of
and
all-Jersey herd
Moose
Lodge
2990
first
milk In her
Flambe, is a dessert you can
summer at the Calloway County Fair. She produced 12,000 pounds of
Crazy
Horse
Billards
2952
the department of
whip uji) on the spur of the
lactation. At left is E. B. Howton, teacher of the class and chairman of
High Team Single Game SC
the right.
moment. Like all flaming desagriculture at the University, while Boyd McClure, the herdsman, is at
T.
V.
Service
Center
982 serts, it is most impressive'
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) Martin Oil
941
CHOCOLATE SWIRL
Mutual of Omaha
933
COFFEE CAKE
High Team Single Game HC
1
cup flaked coconut
T. V. Service Center
1089
14 cup chopped nuts
Carrier Corp.
1057
14 cup sugar
Martin Oil
1045
3 tablespoons butter or
High Ind. 3 Games SC
margarine, melted
Paul Buchanan
640
2 cups biscuit mix
Norm Chancy
14 cup sugar
586
Layman Dixon
1 egg
579
24 cup milk
James Neal
5'79
% cup semisweet chocolate
High Ind. 3 Games HC
pieces, melted
Paul Buchanan
700
David Blakey
687 .4 Heat oven to 400 degrees
Grease square (8x8x2-inchi
Stanly Hargrove
647

PREPARATION — Miss Martha Outer (standing), director of Murray State University's placement office, gives instructions to Mrs. Sandra Jones while Mrs. Betty Gibson
types • lob applicant's credentials. The office scheduled more than 1,400 campus interviews
(Photo by Roger Gamertsfelder)
for Murray State students during 1969.

r
Big Chicago center,
eirijihasizes security

High Ind. Game SC
Stanley Hargrove
Paul Buchanan
David Blakey
High Ind. Game HC
.
David Blakey
Stanley Hargrove
Paul Buchanan
Top Ton Bowlers
Norm Chancy
Jim Neale
Layman Dixon
Don Abell
Gene Skiles
James Washer
T. C. Hargrove
Vernon Riley
Howard Coy
Paul Ftagsdale
Paul Buchanan

pan•

Stir together coconut, nuts,
% cup sugar and 1 tablespoon
of the melted butter; set aside.
Mix biscuit mix, 14 cup
sugar, remaining melted butter, egg and milk. Beat vigorously 4 minute. Pour into
pan.
Spoon chocolate over batter;
with knife, cut through batter
several times for a marbled
effect. Sprinkle coconut mixture evenly over top.
Bake 20 to 25 minutes.
Serve warm. Serves 9.
COUNTRY LOAF CAKE
Heat oven to 350 F. (325 F.
for glass penal. Grease and
flour 2 loaf pans, 9x5x3 inches.
Prepare white cake mix as
directed on package exceptuse 2 tablespoons less water.
Pour into pans.
Bake 35 to 40 minutes or
until wooden pick inserted in
center comes out clean. Cool.
VARIATIONS ON COUNTRY
LOAF CAKE
Anise Loaf Cake: Prepare
white cake mix, adding 1
tablespoon crushed anise seed
before adding the water.
Almond Loaf Cake: Prepare
white cake mix, adding 12 teaspoon almond extract to batter. Before baking, sprinkle
14 cup slivered almonds over
batter in pans.
PEACHES FLAMBE
1.4 cup apricot jam
3 tablespoons sugar
1 2 cup water
1 1 pound 13 ounce) can
sliced peaches, drained
1 teaspoon lemon juice
cup brandy
1 quart vanilla ice cream
Combine jam, sugar and

Serve Them When
Guests Drop In

BELT0/1
Mg aid

bearing

In ace
Statutes,
25200: 1
that a
sent of
Decetn
by Janie
trator o

sad th
approved
linty Co
to lie ov
d
cotton
or befon
Januar
ever bar
Witnes
day of B

water in medium saucepan or
chafing dish; simmer over low
heat about 5 minutes or until
syrupy. Add peaches, cook
only long enough to heat
through. Stir in lemon juice.
Heat brandy; pour over
peaches and ignite. Stir well

249
245

185
182
190
180

178
178
177
175

floors.
visitors must

ACAS

tround floor
beialliouneed to the
occupan of the 705 apartments
located on the 45th to 92nd
floors before taking elevators
to the 44th floor, where they
residential and commercial ten change elevators for the resiants.
dential block.
A Burns Detective Agency
-- Tenant employees entering
survey team made a floor-by - before or after regular hours
floor physical study of the sky- show special identification cards
scraper to come up with a com- and must sign in and out. Simiprehensive crowd control and larly, only an authorized signaprotection program
utilizing ture permits parcels or materials
manpower and electronics. Spe- to be taken from the buildcial services guards assigned are ing.
dedicated to the soft approach,
resplendently uniformed to give
an usher appearance.

CHICAGO (UPI)
If the
$95 million, 100-story John
Hancock center, the world's tallest multiple-function building.
doesn't shape up as the safest
edifice of its kind, it will not
be for lack of effort or planning.
Discreet security is the keynote at the "vertical city,'
which will have a population of
12,000 persons when fully' tenanted in June, 1970.
The skyscraper, located in
in the heart of Michigan Avenue's "Magnificent Mile," tow- Other measuies
ers 1,107 feet, 'being topped
From packages to people.
only by New York's Empire there is tight control over what
State Building.
comes in and out of the skvft consists of offices, apart- scrpaer:
ments, restaurants, a department
--- Security begins at ground
store and specialty shops, a level
with
around-the-clock
bank, recreation areas, com- guards stationed at all entrances
munications
and equipment and the dock area,,closed from
areas and garage space for 1,400 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Dick area
cars.
records are maintained on all
Basic securitv was designed deliveries or pickups.
into the building for the owner-- No one is allowed in apartdeveloper. John Hancock Mutual ment elevators without being
Insurame Company. It has four announced.
separate entrances, served by
-- Only tenants driving cars
different banks of„elevators to with special stickers are allowed
simplify crowd control and as-. to drive to their designated parksure measures of privacy for the
ing spaces on the 6th to 12th

83
Ca

PEAR DATE TORTE is served warm topped with sour
cream. Each portion contains a Bartlett pear half that is
glazed with a mixture of chopped nuts and chopped pecans.

Crime's Payoff,
NEW YORK—Burg!
struck American homes dr
news on the average of
every 17 seconds in 1968,
ports the Insurance Informs
Institute, reaping nearly 51.5
million in loot eNerV day. Small
businesses are the targets in
more than half of all burglaries.
BISCUIT MIX makes the dough for coffee cake swirled with melted semisweet chocolate
Flaked coconut and chopped nuts are sprinkled over the top just before the cake is baked.

before serving. Spoon peaches
and syrup over vanilla ice
cream. If desired, garnish
with sweetened whipped cream
and toasted slivered almonds.
Serves 4 to 6.
PEAR DATE TORTE
1 11 pound) can Bartlett
pear halves
1% cups sifted flour
1% teaspoons baking
powder
% cttp sugar
% teaspoon salt
14 cup shortening
1 egg
14 cup milk
Date Topping*
Sour cream
Nutmeg
Drain pear halves, reserving
syrup for Date Topping.•
Sift flour with baking powder, sugar and salt. Cut in
shortening. Stir in egg and
milk to make a thick dough
Pat into greased 8-inch square
cake pan. Top with pear
halves, cut side down. Spoon
Date Topping* around and
over pears.
Bake at 375 degrees for 25
to 30 minutes. Cut into serving-size portions.
If desired, serve warm with
sour cream spiced with nutmeg.
Serves 6.
DATE TOPPING
In saucepan, combine 24 cup
pear syrup. 15 cup chopped
dates, 14 cup sugar, % teaspoon salt, 1 tablespoon lemon
Juice and 3 tablespoons chopped pecans.
Bring to a boil and simmer
15
minutes, stirring constantly

Kn i-twi-tte ry
The Winter Wrap-Up:Snug Hat And Long Scarf
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THE SOFT beret and the fling
are hand - knitted in Reynolds
Icelandic Lopi yarn. Striped
,
pattern worked on large nee- dies „takes only four skeins,

ONE END of five-foot scarf is
flipped over the shoulder
Ribbed cable pattern in Loui
yarn is also used for tight,
snug, handknitted littir rap

Insect
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went of
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BIG BOLD black and white plaid
scarf is great winter wrap-tip
Team it with a matching Tarn-o'shanter smartly topped off
with a (toffy white pfltY1-110T11

Ily JOAN O'SULLIVAN

Nil HUMANS) IS U.S. LONGEST-NILO POW - Holding a photograph of her husband. Nv Lt. Kiiefil'U'ATVarirf Jr.. In Mrs Truigee Alvarez asks, "Five years
Lafayette.
. . five years . . how much can a man take?" Alvarez, _
imprisoned more than five ytars in North Vietnam, has
been held longer that) any other American in any war
fonghyboy the United States

-. SHALL.kiAT, long scarf,_.maxs-coat.1.1t444.44botioft.wmp.„..
,.s_i_trn, straight. long—popular for
04,01,h_Tpdag4t.sAlie ..acaLL:
up that has taken the campus scene by storm-- winter storm.
daytime iv knit versions. nITTV1 for (Awning in heavy stilt -tr.—
The knit hat hugs the head and keeps the ears warm. The ' fur
)
non-stop scarf snuggles around the neck and makes a bold
The trick of Warfery is in the wa y yon tie. twist or/ loop.
splash of color flipped over a shoulder or flying free down
and just what length to hare it hang down front . .
the front of a. maxi. •
or. loop around your ncr.lt,and tilp_oyer_
--or dangle
It's a new look but one that dates back. Turn the family ,etY. a shoulder. Wear it with your maxi. your mflifir. your mini,'„Se
album to great grandma's day to see yesterday's versicn of ' with bulky suits or pantsuits
today's knitwittery. Her scarf was a shawl that stopped just
nantIkrItt rtrarorsr--nnet-itutle-ptettired are from the
—
below the waist, sometimes - doubled as a hood It was probReynolds collection. Anyone wilo'can knit Or purl can whip
ably hand-knit.
them up in a (eV: hours Make them in solids, plaids or
The shawl went out, then we had a fashion fling with the
checks Fringe the ends for a finishing touch

-

LEAN'-tOoK is emplistilted by argyle sZart
handknit of Versailles yarn. Reynolds shows it
in rust/natural/tan with bold running lines in black

.0.-tr. to.

Ea
By

•
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

7P/R01/9/1 ME
NOTICE

FOR SALM

NOTICO

BELTONE factory fresh bear1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
ing aid batteries for all
and refills are now available at
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
the Ledeer & Times Office Supply store.
TFNC
NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerIA accordance with Kentucky vice, Box 213,
Murray, Ky., C.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and M. Sanders.
Phone 382-3176,
25200: Notice is hereby given Lynnville,
Kentucky. Jan.-20-C
that a report of final settlement of accounts was on
TREE SURGEON. Everveeine
December 22nd., 1960 filed trimmed or removed. Landby James A. Parker, Adminis- scaping. Yard care. For these
trator of the Estate of Bert services call Kelley's Termite
Russell, Dec'd.,
and Peat Conrtol 753-3914. loand that the same has been cated 100 South 12th Street
approved by the Calloway CoH-D-24-C
unty Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any
portion desiring to file any exception thereto will do so oe
or before
January 24, 1970 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22nd
day of December, 1969.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
1TP

asks

a
1

with sour
alt that is
ed pecans.

poon peaches
vanilla ice
red, garnish
hipped cream
red almonds

KEN-TEN
BUILDING
SUPPLIES

NOTICE
In awarder* with Kentucky
Statutes, Seetions 25.196 and
25.300: Notice Is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement
of accounts was on
De:ember 22nd., 1969 filed by
Win. Donald Overbey, Administrator of the estate of R. W.
Key, Dec'd.,
And that the same has been
approved by the Calloway County Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any
person dt ins to file any esception thereto will do so on
or before
January 24, 1970 or be for
ever barred.
Witness my hand this 22nd
day of December, 1969.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By Dewey Ragsdale D C
1TP

; TORTE
can Bartlett

flour
baking

alt
▪lng
ng•

,'es, reserving
opping.•
baking powsalt. Cut in
In egg and
thick dough
8-inch square
with pear
down. Spoon
around and

NOTICS
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
26.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of final settle
'tent of accounts was on
December 22nd., 1969 filed by
Patsy Shipley Hoaford, Executrix of the estate of Larry Delano H.oerford, Deed.,
and that the same has been
approved by the Calloway Cosintg Court and ordered filed
to Us over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any exception thereto will do so on
or before
January 24, 1970 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22nd
day of December, 1969.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
1TP

egrees for 25
:ut into serv-

'e warm with
ed with nut-

PPING
ombine % cup
cup chopped
igar, Lig teaespoon lemon
spoons chop-

1 and simmer
tirring con-

Scarf

•
Murray's
Plywood
Center
•

297 Maple Street
Phone 7534563

We Are Now Selling
OLD COUNTRY HAMS
Hebd Back For Xmas
at $1.10 U.
We still have that good
country Saitqage

CURB HOP wanted. Night sank
5:00 p. in. to 11 p. m., male a
female. Apply in person to DartCastle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please.
TPC

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

REDUCED for quick sale. Owner leaving Murray, January 1st.
Two-bedroom home with extra
large living and dining room.
Newly redecorated. Shag carpeting throughout, beautiful
draperies and wall paper, electric heat and air-conditioning.
New Frigidaire appliance., th
eludes range with self-cleaning
oven, refrigerator with vertical
freezer and automatic ice mak
er, also dishwasher and garbage
lisposal. This is an interior
decorators home and must be
seen to be appreciated. 920 N.
18th St. Phone 753-1474 or 753
4775 after 5:00 p. m for appointment.
Jan.-23C

Phone 753-2953
TFC

SIIRVICRS OPIFIRID
PROFESSIONAL r•s!deafMI painting. Brush, roll, 'pray.
References. Free estimates.
Phone 739-3495.
114114
FOR YOUR bane remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free estigoatee. Call 7538123. Jan.-24C

UUU31

UU

•

UU

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

aUT WE APPRECIATE IT

ANYONE 040 WOULD Fii.e
AROUND FROM HOUSE TO FIC16E
IN A LE1614 WITH A VNCH OF
REINDEER, AT NIGHT YET, HAS TO
BE OUT OF HIS MIND!

de ,

144
111111111
by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS c,ffer to
University faculty. Three-bedroom brick located in Pasco
Subdivieice, one block from
University. Wall-to-wal carpeting, electric heat, combination
kitchen, den with 14 ft. base
cabinet, utility room, carport,
concrete driveway. Sale price,
$20,000 with $4,000 down. Balance of $16,000 financed with
20 year 7% loan at $124.00 Per
month. Shown by appointment
only. John PalCO 753-2649.
D-24-C

ADAMS BROS.
* Hauling *
• Coldwater Gravel
• Topsoil
• Backfield
Phone:
419-3642 or 09-3441

ry24

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

NOTICU
La accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.190and
25.300: Notice is hereby given
that a report of final settleLocally owned and operatment of accounts was on
December 22nd., 1969 filed .by ed for 30 years. We can be
Ray Brownfield, Committee for reached 34 hours a day.
Arthur L Bailey, an hicompet
Call Today Per FREE
ent,
losstoctloe
and that the same has been
Fame*
7534914
approved by the Capoway CoMember Chamber of
linty Court and ordered filed
Commerce and Builders
to lie ever for exceptions. Any
Association. 1..CP-196
person desiring to file any exception thereto will do so is
or before
January 26, 1970 or be forever barred_
Witness my hand this 41nd
day of December, 1969. By D. W. Shoemaker,
Phase 7513914
County Court C101..Calloway County, '-‘011a0si1 ISO Se. 11Ik
Kentucky
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
IT?

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

4WD

SAIGON - Medical Corps Maj. Willis McKee, explaining
1.969 EL CAMINO pick-up, powhe and another surgeon didn't wear helmets and flak jackets
why
er steering, power brakes, vinyl
roof, tarp, perfect condition BARBARA EDEN, star of TV's "I while removing a live grenade from a woman's chest:
Dream of Jeannie" regularly mate"We figured they would be cumbersome. And besides, at
Cell 4305052.
D-1944 rializes out of smoke. The blown.
upSavings Bond isn't explained- that range . . . well."
but Barbara recommends it for
PIANOS, GUITARS, &Woe and WANTED: dependable
help
Christmas giving.
SHELBURNE FALLS. Mass. - Donald Richardson, who
others. Christmas special. used with housework. Two days a
Baldwin. also 3 foot Baby week. Call 753-1721.
celebrated the Fourth of July Tuesday in his coffee shop:
D-26-C
Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy IS,
"When you think of it, what other holiday is closer to the
WANTED: housekeeper to live
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Phone 537-8958, Benton, Sy.
aspect of Christmas than the Fourth of July?"
religious
Jime0C In. Room and Board plus salMOO UDOU nramm
ary. Phone 753-2984.
D-30-C
num ammo mum
ACROSS
TOY POODLE Puppy, male,
3-Rue
NASHVILLE Tenn. - James Earl Ray, convicted killer of
oom anummoun
4-Free ticket
solid black, 6 weeks old. Will AVON CALUNG- Don't just
Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr., complaining about the conditions
moon
woo
I-Preposition
5 Poker stakes
keep for you till Christmas. think about being a ExPresest• 4-8dy attendants 6-Enlisted man
mm 000 °MOO of his confinement:
ative-Re one-Act Now-Write 9-Parent
(colloq.)
Reasonably priced. 753-7941.
0120 MOO MURAM
"The main pressure on me is that I am solitarily confined
7•Guido's
high
or
call Mrs. Evelyn L Brows, 12-Man's
011 UMU (0100 MO
11-24-C
note
Avon Mgr., Shady Grove Road,
mom IThlri 000 and am not allowed to do anything or perform any job or be let
nickname
8-Places
IF carpets look dull and drear, Marion, Ky. 42064, phone 965- 13-Cild.womanish
9-Negates
MMOO 000 RC
out in the sunlight."
14-Man's name
10-Beverage
MOMO CMCDOO
remove the spots as they ap- 3363.
H-D-26-C 15-Codify
11 -Performed
MISOPMMOOR MOO
pear with Blue Lustre. Rent
17-Made amends
16-Downy duck
RWIP mad BOO
19-Ascends
18-Shade tree
electric shampooer $1. Big K. MECHANIC NEEDED. Must be 2I.Capuchin
moan Limo OU0
20-The urial
D-29-C eligible for licensing. Apply in
monkey
21.
22-Steeple
person, Complete Auto Repair, 22•lean ,to
23-Procurator
of
24-Timid
103
No.
7th
St. No phone calls 26-Retained
Judea
REGISTERED Irish setter pup41 Knife
52-Word of sorrow
25-Still
D-20-C 29-Man's name
43 African
54-Employs
pies. Phone 753-1748.
TFC lease.
bronze
31-Roman
27-Small bottle
antelope
55-Rodent
,Pronoun
33
45-Land
56
57,
T wtself
28-Taut
3 BOY'S Bicycles for sale: one
57-Newt
34• Prefix not
surrounded
30 Take unlawfully
24-inch; two 26-inch. All three
35-Decay
water
59-Affirmative vote
32 Ocean
37-Golf mound
47-Er
bird
for $25.00. Call 753-8414.
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36 Beverage
49-O
b
F rwmererRussian 6
39-Preposition
63
0 Maiden loved
38 Man's name
D-28-C
40-Land measure
rulers
by Zeus
10' x 42' TWO-BEDROOM house 42 Supplicate
SOFA BED and matching chair. trailer. Electric heat, aircon 44-Assumed
I
2 3 ::::$ 4
5 6
10 11
7 8 :::::: 9
name
+X
Good condition. Brown, Lawson ditioning. $65.00 per month. 46-Kind
•!..!•!
of
12
1
4
•
Mr.13
cheese
style with pleated dust ruffle. Phone 753-7856.
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,
I
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48-Emmet
Phone 753-5128.
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15
16
17
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TWO-BEDROOM
unfurniabed 51-Tibetan
:
8100.
TREE SURGEON. Evergreens apartment. Centrally located.
.,......
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- *411
trimmed or removed. Landecap- Phone 753-3485.
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64-Openwork
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2 blocks from campus,
hill
65-Rocky
43
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CONVENIENT Food Mart will THREE-BEDROOM brick house, 67-Period of time
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AWAITING RESCUE ----. Mark Richardson, 17, Nerve Haven,
be open Christmas day from 11
/
2 baths, fireplace. Available
61
64
.
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.
3
.
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4.
4
:4
DOWN
ii•ii,
Conn.,
suffered a broken leg and lacerations when his car
10:00 till 6:00.
V.V.!
1TC Feb. 1. $160.00 per month.
4
struck a tree and went down an embankment. He was
65
.67
Phone 753-4891 from 9:00 a. in. I Novelty
66
fa:
wedged between a tree and his car for more than an hour.
2-Japanese sash
till 9:00 p. in.
D-26-C
Diatr by I. nited Feature Syndicate. Inc. 24
!SAL MATS POR SALE

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift Murray Wawa's Club cookbooks and Kentucky scenic
place. Call 435-2343 or 7534401 for Information. Dec.-1&C

IU

SHROAT'S MEAT
MARKET
109 North 5th Street

By IL W. Shoemaker.

P scarf
nais it

HSI, WANTED

.UUU. UI

NOTIel
SAWS PYLE% electric heaters
In accordance with Kentucky and an small appliances repairStatutes, Sections 25.198 and ed. 312 R So. 12111 St., 75341087.
15.200: Notice is hereby gives
Jan.-0C
that a report of Final settlement
of accounts was on
December 22nd., 1969 filed by PROMPT and guaranteed washRetta B. Cooper, extrix for the er, dryer, range, dishwasher
estate of Wm. Jefferson Coop- and refrigerator service. Paul's
er, Dec'd.,
Jaa.-19-C
Phone 753-9033.
And that the some has been
approved by the Calloway Co- WILL CARE for elderly person
unty Court and ordered filed In their home. Phone 436-5651.
D-26-P
to lie over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any exception thereto will do so or
or before
January 24, 1970 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22nd
day of December, 1969.
County Corrt Ciedt,
Calloway Comity
lastuelty
10 Dewey Swab& D C
1TP

LOS ANGELES - Charles Manson, alleged mastermind of
the Sharon Tate-LaBianca murders, insisting that he will serve
as his own attorney:
"I have no other chance but to represent myself. There is
no other person in the world can represent me."

DUPLEX, new, brick, threebedroom In city school district.
Extra large muter bedrooms
with carpet throughout No city
tax. 75$4302 after 5 p. m.
HD-27-C
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kNANCY, GIVE M E THE
NAME OF THE MAN WHO
CARRIES AN ENORMOUS
BURDEN ON HIS
(SHOULDERS
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

NOTICE

i

Murray Mobile
Homes
ENO OF THE YEAR
CLEARANCE

AND ARE YOU
CHANGING YOUR
NAME,TOO,
JASPER
HAGSTONE ??

I'VE BEEN ASSURED BY THE
INVADERS FROM OUTER SPACE THAT
NOT ONE OF US WILL BE HARMED„,
IN FACT, I'VE ;‘,4NEM-1 ARRANGED TO
BE THE F/R5T INTERPLANETARY

BANKER IN HISTORY!!

rices Drastically Reduced!
Stock Must Be Reduced
Large variety of floor plans
and decors.
641 South, Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3146 or 753-612S

Miracle Water
Filters
Makes water soft by getting
rid of irons and acids!

Willis 0. Colson
Phone 753-5975
Household

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
THASS A
SAC RED
SECRET
BETWEEN
ME AN
MAH WM!!

vsoa..--cHucko-ErfSMIE'S
vo'
F3E..
QuARANTINED!!
SEEIN' HER
IN TH'SADIE
HAWKINS DAN/
RACE_f!

ITS

MR.•ICYLL_13E

5EEIN THAT D.Al

-A1.1"1:0'
RUT
0'YORIL
NIATCHIRAL
LIFE!!

Commercial

WANTED
WANTED: Old motorcycle,. complete or in parts.
pay fair
:ash price. R. W. PaulettelP. 0.
Box 401, Midway, Ky. 40347.
D-24-P
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Can spiritualism
be proven?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY! Your "I'm from Missouri' attitude with
regard to spiritualism and communicating with the dead is
typical among those who don't know anything about the
subject.
I am not blaming you, Abby. I was as ignorant as you
when I lost my husband of 44 years, six years ago. I used to
go into the den where Willard always sat, and just think
about him. Once I had the feeling that Willard was in the
room with me and was trying to tell me something, so I sat
quietly, and suddenly a familiar "smell" entered the room. It
smelled just like Willard used to smell when he'd come in
from pruning the rosebushes. The "message" I got was, "the
rosebushes needed pruning."
Another time, I sat in the den and actually smelled a
whiff of Willard's pipe smoke, and I know it wasn't my
imagination.
Now, whenever I have a difficult decision to make, I go
into the den and sit in Willard's chair. I concentrate on the
question, and in a few moments I hear Willard's voice giving
me the answer.
Now, how do you account for that?
SINCERE

a

TIMES

—

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER 24 1969

Abbiii'N Slab

Charles L. and Darrylin K.
Parker to Keith and Hazel Jean
Brandon, lot in Calloway County.
Carlos and Orell Kelso and
Clifton and Clovis Jones to Marvin and Linda Lassiter of Hazel,
lot in Calloway County
Larry and Wanda Suiter to
Oliver B. and Lucy A. Cook, bits
In Grove Heights Subdivision.
W. G. Puckett of Dexter, Ky
to Harold and Janet Hopkins,
lot in Calloway County.
Z. B. and Lanita Russell of
Kirksey, Ky., to B. R. and Mildred Adams, lot in Calloway
County.
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to Mar.
yin and Catherine Hart of Pa
ducah, Ky., lots in Lakeway
Shores

by R. Van Buren
NON ve€ STAGE AN EXECUTION
SCENE AS THE FINAL TEST OF
OUR "PRISONERS", IF THEY
PERSIST IN REMAINING LOYAL.
WE *WOW THIS COUNTRY
HAS NOTHING TO FEAR
FROM A REAL.
INVASION,'

WHEREVER
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MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL FROM BIG K.
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Kleenex
3 FoR930
Kleenex 200s
3 FOR

0
CL
LA-

0

2

PUFF
F,
TISSUES
3FOR8

L)
>_ BOXES
IX

30 sheets paper,
18 Envelopes to box,
Four Assortments

CANNON

White and assorted colors.
200 Two-ply sheets to box

BATH
OWELS

7c

What's your problem? You'll feel better if
you get It off
year cheat. Write to ABBY, Box MN,
Los Angeles, Cal.
WOW For a personal reply enclose
stamped, addressed
envelope.
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CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU: Have •
wonderful holiday
season, a healthy happy New Year,
and say a prayer for
peace.
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A
deluxe
assortment of
1 shirred prints, jacquards, sol:taids in an array of colors
to
,match any bath.
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DRIVE DETERGENT

DISHWASHING
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With This Coupon

.Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Mountains of
Europe
5-Coo5 slowly
9-Vigor
12 Distance
measure (p4)
13 Rockfish
14-Indonesian
tribesman
15.The F'entateuch
17-Marked by
holm
19 Looked at
21 Ireland
22 Conduct
24-Latin
comunction
25 Possessed
26 Finish
27 Followed food
Program
29 Parent
(co)Icyq )
31 Devoured
32 Prelim not
33 Teutonic deity
34 Engineer's
compartment
35 Compass point
36 Oar
38 Hasten
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1 Rear of ship
2 Sign of zodiac
3 Permeate
4 Sedate
5 Senior (abbr)
6-Cylindrical
7 Wife of
Geraint
8 Small lump
9 Sound
10 Roman road
11-Manufactured
16 Pronoun
18 Lifeless
20 Eerie
22 Thin
23 Heraldry
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25 At this place
27 Face of clock
I
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41 Plague
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All Christmas
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"The same place He was when His only
son was killed," the
pastor quietly replied.
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DEAR THANKFUL: And thank you for
your kind letter.
For those et you who missed that "confiden
tial." Isere Id is:
Perhaps a lessoa in faith can be illustrate
d ta this way: A
mother had just received word that her
only son bed boss
killed in Viet Nam. He was s bright, handsom
e
Her pastor tried vainly to console her in
her grief.
"Where was your God when my only son
was killed?" she
cried.
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MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL FROM BIG K.

FROM

DEAR ABBY: I always considered the
"CONFIDENTIALS" in your column a waste of time,
until I read
"CONFIDENTIAL TO LOST FAITH IN CHICAGO"
I lost my only brother in Viet Nam a few
months ago,
and I had also lost faith as he was a
wonderful boy, and an
only son.
Your lesson in faith has certainly helped
me a lot. My
faith has been restored. Thank you so
much THANKFUL

APART!!

YOU WIND UP!!

DEAR SINCERE: I can't. But if you can, I think Ws
wonderful.
DEAR ABBY: Paying to dance with the bride was an old
Polish tradition, ruined by modernization.
Try to imagine a wedding in a Polish village a hundred
years ago. The bride wore a peasant blouse and a colorful
full skirt. All she had to distinguish her as the bride was a
bouquet of flowers and a wedding veil-both gifts from the
groom.
After the ceremony, the bride removes her veil an dons
a "babushka" [kerchief] signifying that she is no loner a
maid, but a matron Her wedding veil is then "sold" Only
eligible bachelors are allowed to participate in this. As each
bachelor dances with the bride, he "pays" for the dance with
a coin collected in a china plate. The bachelor who breaks
the plate with his coin "wins" the veil for his future bride
Guests did not bring elaborate gifts to weddings in those
days. They brought a bottle of wine, or a home-made pastry
to add to the festivities. Thus the money from the "dance"
and the sale of the veil was the only start the newlywe
ds had.
My grandmother had such a wedding. Her mother gave
her a wooden mixing bowl which was her only wedding
gift.
She was lucky, there were 17 bachelors in her village
so she
and Grandpa had $17 to start their marriage
with, plus a
wooden mixing bowl.
I suppose the tradition should be done away with,
since
it's now lost its meaning. But it was a lovely custom,
wasn't
it'
A POLE
PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR POLE: Yes, and what a refreshing relief
from all
those sick Polish jokes so suddenly popular.

SOUNDS LIKE
THE WHOLE
WORLD COM/N

SO LONG, IA:)P-G000 LUCK
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